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In Our 92nd Year

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon. September 3, 1971
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Thr Fire Fighting School for
members and volunteers of the
Murray Rescue Squad will close
according to
tonight Friday),1
chief of the
Cooper,
Jackie
Saw Wells Overbey with a two
Department, who is
handed scythe. It looked brand Murray Fire
conducting the school.
new.
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Chief Cooper said this morning
a special "demonstration in
action" will be held tonight when
an old house in the county will be
burned.

,

The school has been held this
week to instruct the members of
the Squad and all interested
volunteers in the latest fire
fighting techniques so that the
Squad better can serve the
county when the need arises,
according to Donald Thorn,
reporter for the Murray Rescue
Squad.

Most Demos Would Serve
Gratis In Special Session

Cherry Corner To
Hear Dr. Huffman
In Revival Meet

Kiwanis Club Hears
Dr. Josiah Darnell

988
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One Injured As Car Is
Wrecked South of Hazel
A one car accident at the wrapped around a light pole,
Kentucklefennessee state line at according to Sheriff Steele.
Hazel this
morning
has
Moore was found about four
hospitalized one man and left the
Hazel area without electricity for feet from the back wheel of the
car after the accident. Sheriff
several hours.
Johnny D. Moore of Route Two, Steele said Moore had left
Three traffic collisions were
Cedar Grove, Tenn., suffered Jackson, Tenn.. about 12:15 a.m
investigated by the Murray
work
enroute
to
a
was
and
lacerations of the face and head,
Police Department on Thursday
multiple contusions, and multiple Calvert City when the collision
in the city of Murray. No injuries
fractures of the lower right leg occurred.
were listed on the reports.
and arm, according to the of- The car was towed in by Mc
Main and 17th Streets was the
Clard's
Wrecker
Service
o
ficials at the Murray-Calloway
Murray. Sheriff Steele said i scene of the collision at 4:52 p.m.
County Hospital.
between a 1964 Ford four door
Moore, who will be 22 years old took about four hours to wrench
sedan
driven by Barbara Ashthe
car
free
from.
the scene and
on September 24, was brought to
croft Brandon of 1617 Magnolia
the hospital by a Miller Funeral tow it to Murray. Wires were
Drive, Murray, and a 1971 Dodge
Home ambulance where he was hanging loose from the utility
two door hardtop driven by
pole
and
he
said
electrical
ser
admitted at 2:20 a.m. He was
Frances Mildred Armstrong of
later transferred by arnbulano vice was out in the Hazel area
Murray Route Seven.
to a hospital in Jackson, Tenn
TREATED AT HOSPITAL
Police said Mrs. Brandon,
Sheriff Clyde Steele was called
going
east on Main Street, had
Jana
Jones,
age
fourteen, of
to the scene and said Moore,
stopped to make a left turn onto
driving a 1968 Plymouth con- 1608 Keeneland Drive, Murray,
17th Street, when Miss Armvertible, starting leaving the was treated at the emergency
strong,
also going east, failed to
room
of
the
Murray
-Calloway
roadbed of U. S. Highway 641
see the Brandon car stopped in
North about 250 feet south of County Hospital at seven p.m. on
time to avoid a collision.
Hazel. The car knocked the guard Thursday, according to hospital
Damage to the Ford was on
officials.
She
suffered
multiple
rail loose in front of a house at the
the rear end and to the Dodge on
state line road, hit the concrete contusions of the right lower leg
the left front.
posts there, and ended up in an automobile accident.
Cars involved in the collision at
1.
4:58 p.m. were a 1966 Chevrolet
four door hardtop driven by
William M. Griffey of Granite
City, m,, and a 1966 Buick two
door hardtop driven by Larry
Derrell McDermott of Benton
Route Five.
Three persons, injured in jured were a 1966 Chevrolet two Griffey was going south on 12th
automobile accidents in the City door hardtop driven by Billie Joe Street and slowed for traffic
of Murray, on Wednesday, were Stallons of Cadiz Route Five, and when the McDermott car hit the
treated at the emergency room of a 1967 Volkswagen two door Griffey car in the rear, according
the Murray-Calloway County owned by Hatcher Auto Sales, 515 to the police report. Damage to
Suth 12th Street, Murray, and the Chevrolet
Hospital.
was on the rear end
They were Sally M. Ferries, driven by Sandra Thurman
and to the Buick on the front end.
Henderson.
Route One, Springville, Tenn.,
The third collision occurred at
suffering from neck spasms, Gail The Henderson car was going 9:50 p.m. between a 1965 Buick
Redden, age nine, 411 North 4th east on Sycamore Street and four door driven by Steven Wall
Street, Murray, minor abrasion stopped for the stop sign at 4th Hamrick, 517 Whitnell Avenue,
to the forehead, and Sandra and Sycamore when her car was Murray,and a 1966 Chevrolet two
Henderson, 901 Sycamore Street, hit in the rear by the Stallons car, door driven by Eugene C. Slocum
Murray, neck spasms, according according to the police report. of Neptune Lay, N. J.
to hospital officials. They were Damage to the Chevrolet was on Police said Hamrick was going
all injured in separate collisions the left front and to the east on Chestnut in the right lane
investigated by the Murray Volkswagen on the rear end.
of the three lanes at 15th and
Miss Redden was injured in the Chestnut Streets. Slocum, going
Police Deparent.
The collision in which Mrs. two car accident at North 5th and east on Chestnut in the center
Ferries was injured occurred Olive Streets at 5:45 p.m. She was lane, told police hepullecl part of
about eleven a.m. on Sycamore a passenger in the car driven by the way into the right lane, acStreet between a 1955 Dodge Vernon Harry Warner of Route cording to the police report.
pickup truck driven by Luther Four, Pine Bluff, Ark. The other Damage to the Hamrick car
Ephriam Gooch of Murray Route car involved was driven by was on the left front and to the
Four, and a 1962 Nash four door William Thomas Doss of 307 Slocum car on the right rear.
North 4th Street.
driven by Mrs. Ferris.
Police said both cars were Police said Warner, going
going west on Sycamore Street north on North 5th Street, applied
when Mrs. Ferris stopped for his brakes, but couldn't stop on
traffic and Gooch was unable to wet pavement, and skidded
stop in time to avoid hitting the through the stop sign, colliding
Roger Pritchett was the driver
Ferris car in the rear. Damage to with the Doss car going east on
of the Volkswagen involved in a
the Gooch car was on the front Olive Street.
collision with a a cow on U.S.
end and to the Ferris car on the Damage to the 1963 Chrysler Highway
641 at Almo Heights on
two
convertible
door
by
driven
rear end.
Wednesday morning about three
Cars involved in the collision in Warner was on the left side, and o'clock.
which Mrs. Henderson was in- to the Doss car on the front part.

No One Injured In
Traffic Accidents
Here On Thursday

Three Persons Are Injured Here
On Wednesday In Car Accidents

-ftevival

Closed On Monday

vinyl upholstered
olors to select from

10. Per Copy

We were proud of the full color ad,
for Johnson's Grocery on Wednesday. That took some doing.
There were four plates involved
in this ad, one for the yellow
This nighttime picture taken by Deputy Sheriff Maurice
Mow shows the 1968 Plymouth concolor, one for the blue, one for the About seventeen persons have vertible wrapped around
the utility pole near Hazel. The front of dk car is shown at
the left with the
red and still another for the attended the school each night left rear wheel high in the
air at the back of the pole. The driver was injured
and
black. They all had to register ( or this week.
removed to a
Jackson, Tennessee hospital.
fit into one another exactly) in
order for the finished product to
come out right. It did register and
it did come out as it should. This
is the second full color ad we have
run in the past three years. The
other was for Ward-Elkins at
Christmas time.
services will be held at
By Robert P. Dalton
for Governor, called for the
Coagratulations to Johnson's
Corner Baptist
special session in a speech at the the Cherry
Grocery on this fine locking ad. Frankfort, Ky.
UPI(—Sen. Kentucky State Fair at Louisville Church starting Monday, September 6, arid continuing through
William L. Sullivan's poll of Aug. 24.
Bill Holt heads up the Emberton Democrats in the legislature
Sunday, September 12. The
campaign in Calloway County. shows 80 of the 95 would serve Sullivan, a Ford supporter, services will be held at 7:30
without pay in a special session to called the poll results "very o'clock each evening.
Betel Stalls goes on the City remove the sales tax on gratifying," and said the Dr. John Huffman, pastor of
Council next Thursday.
groceries.
"response assures Gov. Nunn the First Baptist Church,
Sullivan, a Henderson attorney and Mr. Emberton that if they Mayfield, will be the evangelist
Opal over at Rudy's is getting only recently
turned pollster, decided to remove the tax at this for the revival. He received his
some fine daughter's-in-law. gained the results with only twc time,they have our wholehearted B.A. degree from
Union
Over there the other day and she negative replies from his mailed. cooperation."
University, Jackson, Tenn, his
TH.M degree from Southern
brings out some tomato relish out questionnaire to democrats ir.
The tangled web of events Baptist Theological Seminary,
which went mighty well on her the State House and Senate.
began when GOP Gubernatorial Louisville, and his D.D. degree
white beans. A dish we really
in
Dr. John Huffman
The letter went out Tuesday
- ground beef and aftwe Gov. Louie B. Nunn cited a candidate Thomas D. Emberton 1957 from Georgetown, College,
advocated
removal
of
the
5
per
noodles.
Georgetown.
810,000 a day cost for a special
session. U. Gov. Wendell H. cent sales talon food for home The evangelist has also studied
Murray State opens the grid Ford, the Democratic nomin consumption and imposition of a at Princeton Setninary, Prinverance tax on minerals.
season September 11 with
ceton, New Jersey. Dr. Huffman
Ford then countered with a call has held positions in the
Western Carolina
The Murray Postoffice will be
Southern
for an immediate special session Baptist Convention.
dosed on Monday, September 6,
)f the legislature to remove the Eugene Russell will
Murray High meets Reidland
be in in observance of the Labor Day
tax and impose the tax on charge of the music and
tonight, September 3. They play
Rey. Roy holiday.
Dr. Josiah Darnell showed minerals extracted. Terming E.
there.
Gibson is pastor of the church. No city and rural mail delivery
slides and told of his trip this
(Continued on Page Eight)
The public is invited to attend. will be made on that day, acMurray's first game here is with summer up the Alaskan Highway
cqrding to G
B
Jones,
Henry County on September 10. to Fairbanks at the regular
superintendent of mails The
meeting of the Murray Kiwanis
lobby will be open from seven
The American Legion Magazine Club Thursday night.
a.m. to six p.m for the conDr. and Mrs. Daniell travelled
had the following:
venience of persons to the
by
camper to Fairbanks and then
A deaf old gentleman decided
postoffice boxes and to deposit
that a hearing aid was too ex- they made some side trips by
mail. The stamp machines in the
pensive, so he got an ordinary plane and ferry to the Arctic
lobby will be in operation for the
Circle
and several Eskimo By JOSEPH B. FLEMING
price of wire and wrapped it
the end of the 1948-1949 Berlin convenience of the public.
villages.
BERLIN (UPI) —The Big blockade during
around his ear.
the height of Persons are requested to not
"Do you hear better now with President Durwood Beatty and Four ambassadors signed today the cold war.
call the postoffice on Monday
that wire around your ear?" a Secretary Arlie Scott presented an historic Berlin agreement The ambassadors of the regarding mail delivery.
Principals Eli Alexander of designed to ease tension in this
friend asked.
United States, Britain, France
"No, but everybody talks Murray High School and divided city. It was the first and the Soviet Union inked the
Howard
Crittenden
louder."
of Calloway major Berlin agreement since document at the former Allied
High School checks in the
Control Authority building in
Pritchett told the Ledger &
TREATED AT HOSPITAL
amount of 8150.00 each to be used
the American sector at 1 p.m. Ft.
Times that the cow only suffered
Sill, Okla r AHTNC) Aug.
to purchase books and supplies Irwin Rice of 1631 Farer
(8a.m. EDT) after a 24-hour 11—Army
a bloody nose after the right
Private Ronnie W.
for needy students. This is one of Avenue, Murray, was treated for
delay caused by technicalities.
fender
of the car hit the cow. His
Flood, 19, son of Mr. and Mrs.
the projects that the Club muscle spasms of the neck and
The signing had been set for Marvin
car was not damaged. Pritchett
back
Flood,
at
3,
Route
the
Murray,
emergency
room
of
sponsors
each
year.
Money
made
Ft. Sill, Okla. I AHTNC ) Aug.
the same time Thursday but Ky.,
said it was foggy as he was
recently completed the
16—Army Private Michael N. selling Jiffy Dogs at the Calloway the Murray-Calloway County hitch
developed
the eight-wee
over
returning home after completing
k basic Field Artillery Louisville, Ky.-Bill Holt will
Butler, 20, whose parents, Mr. County Fair is used for this and Hospital on Wednesday af- wording of the German translaHolt said, "Kentucky must have work at the Holiday Inn in
ternoon, according to hospital
(Cannoneer) Course at the U.S. serve as Calloway County
and Mrs. Robert N. Butler, and other worthy causes.
tion —important because the
the kind of leadership that Tom Murray.
wife, Sharon, live on Route 2, President Durwood Beatty officials. He was reported injured pact must be ratified by both Army Field Artillery Training Chairman of the Emberton-Host Emberton and Jim Host can
Center,
automobile
in
Ft.
accident.
an
Sill,
Okla
Campaign it was announced bring to the State. They are
Murray, Ky., recently completed presided at the meeting. Next
east and West Germany. The
the eight-week Artillery Surveyor week the club will begin meeting
technicality was ironed out in During the course, he learned today.
honest men, who have offered
the duties of a howitzer or gun
OPENING TIMES
Emberton is the nominee for their platforms to the people and
Course at the U.S. Army Field again at 6:30 at the Murray
all-night meetings.
section
crewman.
also
He
Woman's
The
College
Shop on North Cancellation of Thursday's
Clubhouse.
Each
Governor in the November have shown they really unArtillery School, Ft. Sill, Okla.
•'•
He received instruction in the member was encouraged to bring Fifteenth Street is open from 8:00 ceremony was blamed officially received instrucion in handling
derstand the needs and the
use of surveying equipment, map guests or prospective members to 8:00 during the week and from on the "sudden indisposition" of ammunition, setting fuses and
'Concerns of the people," Holt
8:00
preparing
to
charges.
5:00
to
this
comon
The theft of a 1969 Pontiac has
meeting.
Saturday.
reading,
communications
U.S. Ambassador Kenneth
said.
nounicatIoos and maintenance.
been reported to the Murray
procedures azd'dhdUon of
Rush, but Western diplomat 10
Emberton -idir-O-Catei the
Police Department by the owner
survey information.
Artillery
sources said the real reason
removal of the 5 per cent sales
Mrs. John (Dorothy Nanny of
surveyors precede the firing
was the East-West conflict over
tax from groceries and has
Murray Route One.
units, map the area and gather
the translation.
pledged to make "jobs for
said the car, beige with
the information necessary to
An allied communique issued
Kentuckians" the top priority of Police
bring fire on a target.
today said Rush had had a
his administration. He has set a a black top was stolen from the
headache Thursday but that he Two Murray youths recently
goal of 200,000 new jobs over the parking lot at the First United
completed eight weeks of has
Methodist Church, on Wednesday
ALMO PTA BOARD
next four years.
(Continued on Page Eight)
training at the U.S. Arm,
sometime between 3:30 p.m.
"I
have
known
Tom
for
many
The Executive Board of the
Training Center, Fort Campbell,
when Mrs Nanny parked the car,
years", Holt said, "We went
Almo School Parent-Teacher
Kentucky.
and 4:20 p.m. when she went back
through college together".
Association will hold its first
Army Private Thomas G.
to her car after work to go home.
"Tom's wife, Julia, a Paducah
meeting at the school cafeteria
Vaughn, 72, son of Mrs. Rosa N.
The license number of the car
girl, and my wife Patricia, a
on Tuesday, September 7, at 1:30
Vaughn, Waverly, Kentucky and
is 164-253, according to City
Mayfield girl, have been life-long
p.m All officers and committe4
Private Jimmy R. &holar, son of
Police records.
friends and were room mates
Rev. harry Breedlove willl be Mrs. Elva N. Slaughter,
chairmen are urged to attend.
Wingo,
throughout their college careers
the evangelist for the revival Kentucky both successfully
TWO CITED
We have all been very close ever
services to be held at the Brooks completed the training.
since."
Chapel United Methodist Church
Vaugn's wife, Pamela, lives in
Holt said, "Tom has been in Two persons were cited by the
starting Sunday. September 5, the dormitory complex
BILL NOLT
at
Murray several times over the Murray Police Department this
and continuing through Saturday, Murray
State
University. General Election and Host is the last few years and has made morning at 2:52. They were one
4,4
Septemb% 11.
Sholar's father, Miles Sholar nominee for U. GoVernor.
Scattered showers and thunmany friends Everyone who for driving while intoxicated and
The song services will start at
derstorms mostly in the afHolt, of Murray, teaches at meets him seems to be genuinely one for public drunkenness.
Kiwanis Club President Durwood Beatty is presenting Calloway seven p.m. annd the preaching lives on Dexter Route One and his
wife lives at 1201 Olive, Ben- Murray State University. He is a impressed"
ternoons and evenings through County High School Principal Howard Crittenden, right,
-with a services at 7:30 p.m The public
ton,Kentucky.
Incorrect Firm
Saturday, but less numerous check for $150 from the club to be used to purchase book and
member of several professional "lam completely committed to
attend
They received instruction in education organizations. Holt
Saturday. Warm and humid supplies for needy students. The Kiwarrians used money made Is invited.to
his campaign and would apdrill and ceremonies, weapons, attends the First Presbyterian preciate the support of all
Mrs. Pat Mobley is associated'
through Saturday. Highs today from the (tale of Jiffy Dogs at the (allow ay County Fair
FREE PUPPIES
for this
map reading, combat tactics,. Church. He has been involved In Calloway ('ounty'", Holt con- with Don Tucker Realty and not
and Saturday in the upper 70s to and other worthy causes throughout the year.
Principal Ell
Three puppies, eight weeks old, military courtesy, military coaching football and teaching at.
upper 80s. Lows tonight in the
with Town and Country Realty as
Alexander of Murray High School was presented a check for the
cluded.
male are free to persons for pets. justice, first aid and army Mall since 1960.
upper 80s and low 70s
indicated in In adVertiaSisaM
Kenjockiari
same amount.
For information call 753-6242.
history and traditions.
In accepting the appointment (Continued on Page Eight)
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Seen&Heard Fire School ToClose Tonight
Around
Murray

We hope our readers will pardon
yesterday's paper if it seemed
different. Our fancy electronic
typesetting machine
went
haywire and it took most of the
morning to get it going again. We
were forced in the position of
running copy that had already
been set but not corrected. If you
noticed more errors than we
normally have, that's the reason.

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
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.
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Agreement Eases
Tension in Berlin

Roger Pritchett
Involved In Wreck

Ronnie Flood Ends
Artillery Course

Michael Butler Ends
Course At Ft. Sill

Bill Holt Will Head Tom
Emberton Race In \County

Pontiac Stolen
At Parking Lot

Murray Youths At

Fort Campbell

;TERINE

1TISEPTIC
Quart Size

tg. s 1.57

Rev. Breedlove Is
Church Evangelist

The Weather

smarmier ,
•
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regular doctor.
Of course, the mere fact that a
does not
treatment is
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Doctor in Doubt
-1 did

my best."
So said a doctor not long ago
when a disgruntled patient susid•
him for malpractice. It seems that
the patient had been suffering for
eight years from a surgical wound
that would not heal. Now, demanding damages, be told the
court:
"I realize

that the doctor did
his best. The trouble is, his best
was not good enough. After all
these years, he must have realized

FRIDAY—SEPTEMBER 3, 1971

pains, gave him a vigorous masand a strong laxative. Result:
the man died from a rupture,d
appendix. In due course, his
widow sued the healer for mal-

sage

practice.
At the trial, he insisted that he

had used the best treatment according to his own school of
thought Nevertheless, the court
ordered hint to pay damages. With
plain signs of possible appendicitis, said the court, he should
have turned the case over to a

We were saddened to hear of the death of Miss
Kathleen Patterson, a person who always
presented a bright image, regardless of the difficulty under which she might labor.
For thirty six years, she served the Murray City
School System and thousands of men and women in
this community began their long trek in education
under her direction.
Miss Patterson was possessed of a tender and
her
sweet dispostion and guided the children under
love.
and
care with dedication
It has always been gratifying to us that our four
children had the opportunity to be in her classroom.
She was able to communicate with all children and
very nearly personified the ideal teacher.
The City School System has lost a great teacher
and the community has suffered the loss of a
guiding influence that is difficult to replace.
We extend our sympathy to the family and many
friends of Miss Kathleen Patterson.

A similar duty rests on other
practitioners of the healing arts.
Take this case:
A drugless healer,

treating a

iman who had severe

abdominal

Rites Held Today
For. Mrs. Clendenon

Courts Responsible
For Much Confusion

Funeral services for Mrs.
Beedie Clendenon of Almo Route
One are being held today at two
p.m. at the chapel of the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Willie Johnson officiating.
Ronald
Pallbearers are
Ross, Jerry Ross, Ned Nance,
Jr. Raymond Brittain, James
Gilbert, and Otis Brittain.
Interment will be in the Murray
Cemetery with the arrangements
by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home where friends may call.
Mrs. Clendenon, age 80, died
Wednesday at 3:15 a.m, at the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital She was the wife of
Arthur J. Clendenon who died
May 18, 1944, and was a member
of the Flint Baptist Church. She
was born July 24, 1891, and her
parents were the late Robert
Donelson and Martha Ann Jones
Donelson.
Survivors are four daughters,
Mrs. Ned Nance of Almo Route
One, Mrs. Alton Ross of
LaGrange, Mrs. Elmo Smith
St. Louis, Mo., and Mrs. Al
Ridgeway of Tulsa, Oklahoma;
one son, John R. Clendenon of
v Murray, one sister, Mrs. Clint
Sitaggs of Hardin; nine grandchildren; four great grandchildren.

20 Years Ago Today

Bible Thoughtfor Today

IsnlitThe Truth!

A,

STRAIN 041.

fractures, and there was no special

reason for me to expect trouble
with this one."
The court decided this WAS a
legitimate defense, and dismissed
the case. Noting that medicine is
not an exact science, the judge
said no one would dare to be a
doctor if he had to guarantee perfect results every- time.

The "terrible trio" of Werner Bros.' "Summer of '42" which is
now showing at the Capri Theatre, are pictured as they learn
about life in the time-honored manner, from a stolen medical
manual. Jerry Houser, Oliver Conant aand Gary Grimes are
pictured from left to right. Robert Mulligan directed the
Technicolor feature from a screenplay by Herman Rancher.
Richard A. Roth produced the nostalgic film.

There is much confusion throughout the..
country about busing school children to achieve
racial balance in metropoliton centers, and the
courts are responsible for most of it. It seems
that federal judges are in disagreement among
themselves over the meaning of the Supreme
Court's decision on desegregation and racial
balance, and now even the Chief Justice says he
the
is "disturbed" at the manner in which
decision is being interpreted.
In case Mr. Chief Justice Warren E. Burger
doesn't know it, he isn't the only American
citizen who is disturbed. Negro parents in
ing
GROUND-BREAKING FOR BIOLOGICAL
representative of the division of engineer
Pompano Beach, Fla., are furious over the
State University
of
Finance;
ent
Murray
Departm
—
y
ON
Kentuck
STATI
the
of
signify
forced busing of young Negro students into white
officials are shown throwing dirt to
Joe T. Haltom, vice president of the Quality
the
the beginning of construction on
neighborhoods. The Chinese community of San
Construction Co. of Benton; Ted Bradshaw,
ing
Darrell
a vaiti
$428,9 27 biological station overlook
director of planning at Murray State;
Francisco appealed to the high court in
Kentucky Lake near Kenlake State Park.
Cope, president of Quality Construction;
their
of
out
en
B.
Inc., of
attempt to halt busing of childr
From left (front rolv) are: Or. Thomas
and Gary Peck of Peck Associates,
on
for
Hogancamp, vice president
Paducah, the architectural firm. Standing
neighborhoods. Ten school buses in Pontiac,
the group is William H.
affairs; Dr. Hunter Hancock,
behind
rative
of
r
t
administ
bulldoze
protes
the
nt
appare
in
Mich., were fire-bombed
chairman of the biology department; Dr.
Sledd of Benton, an eMployee of Quality
Or.
to be
the first federally-ordered school busing
Harry M. Sparks, university president;
Construction. The project IS Suspected
1972 fall
dean of the School of
the
rn,
for
Blackbu
ready
Walter
d
and
complete
North.
program in the
—
Arts and Sciences; and Or. William G. Read,
semester at Murray State.
Chief Justice Burger refused to stay a busing
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
vice president for academic affairs. Behind
10a
in
a
them (from left) are: Ed Walker,
plan for Winston-Salem, N. C., but said
the
page decision that he is "disturbed" by
Federal State
school board's "apparent belief" that it was
that
In
s.
school
its
of
required to balance each
Market Report
LEDGE& a TIMES FILE
April 20 decision, the court held large scale
HARTE'S CONTENT
busing is an appropriate means to implement
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Lefebvre, Buckner Star
At "Hot Pants Night"
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Lee Trevino In
Try For Comeback

By United Press International
American League
East
Hy VITO STELLINO
dejected after the game, said, Marshall
finished up for his
By DICK DEW
W. L. Pct. GB
top prize, which will carry a
UPI-Sports Writer
'I was reaching for the ball
Baltimore
UPI Sparta Writer
82 49 626 .
bonus of a new Cadillac for the
It was "Hot Pants Night" at and wound up on the astroturf. 19th save.
Boston obviously needs more Detroit
WETFIERSFIELD,
74 61 .548 10
Conn winner, are such
rankine
the Astrodome but' the "bump- That's all I know. I didn't
hear games against Baltimore and Boston
(UPI) —Lee Trevino, attempt- tourists as George Archer,
/
71 65 522 131
2
and-grind" act of Jim Lefebvre him at all. It hit the fingers
of
lag a quick comeback after Doug Sanders and Dewitt
/
2
67 69 492 171
and Bill Buckner stele the my glove and fell off. Nobody less against Kansas City. The New York
undergoing an appendectomy Weaver, winner last weekend of
Red Sox downed the Orioles on Washin gton 57 78 422 27
show.
called for it."
less than a month ago, headed the match play title in a
/
2
53 83 390 311
Lefebvre and Buckner tried
Buckner, who didn't seem too Sonny Siebert's three-hitter to Cleveland
a 144 man field today for the runway triumph over Phil
West
boost their season record to
to dance away from each other disturbed about the
play,
1110,000 Greater Hartford Open Rodgers, another GHO entry.
W. L. Pct. GB
in short rightfield Thursday simply admitted, "it was my against the World Champs. B
Oakland
'GHO) Golf Tournament.
88 47 .652 .
Bob Payne, a tourist from
night in a futile attempt tc fault all the way. I'm a rookie the Red Sox are 1-11 aga
Trevino surprised even the Mt. Vernon, ill., shot a five/
2
70 64 522 171
avoid a collision and - managed and I fouled up. It seems like I KC. Siebert, who hit two Kan City
CHARLES
COODY
PGA sponsors by appearing as under par 67 in Tuesday's
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64 70 478 231
LEE TREVINO
to let Cesar Cedeno's looping pop- do that all the time. I didn't homers, said, the whole team Chicago
Masan CIstapin
US., tkittsh Oøia Chommon
scheduled despite the emergen- qualifying to head a field of 30
/
2
63 73 .463 251
plays better against Balti Calif
fly fo for an inside the park grand know whether I could get
to it more."
Minnesota
cy surgery performed in Truth "tabbists" joining the GHO
60 72 455 261
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so I didn't call for it."
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Or Consequences, N.M., early group.
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58 76 .433 291
The four runs in the fiftl
Alston said, "that's the
Thursday's Results
last month.
But Trevino, showing little
inning helped the Houstor cheapest grand slam I've seen. Mickey Lolich pitched a sixMilw 1 Kansas City 0
The sudden return of "Super effect from either the surgery or
Astros down the Los Angeles But when a ball falls in like sitter to boost his record to 22Baltimore 0
Mex" to the tournament trial his brief layoff, shot a one-under
Dodgers 9-3 before a disappoint- that, you can't blame any- 10 as Detroit stopped Cleveland. Boston 3
gave him a chance to take over 70 in a practice round on Wedlolich, who has not pitched 317 Detroit 7 Cleveland 0
ing crowd of 7,508 fans who body."
the top spot on the current nesday to strengthen his role as
innings, gained just his third New York 11 Wash 1
showed up to watch 25-year-old
Cedeno said, "what grand
PGA tour money list since his tournament favorite.
shutout of the season as he
Janice Markum of Houston win
slam? That was just a lucky
victories, including a sweep ofremained one victory behind Today's Probable Pitchers
a trip to Acapulco for wearing
hit. I thought it was going to be
the U.S., Canadian and British
Vida Blue for the top mark in California (Wright 12-14) at
the "hottest" hot pants.
a double."
Open Crowns, have already
the majors.
But the unusual play with two
Milwaukee (Parsons
11-15),
earned him $197,219.
out in the fifth took the
In the other National League
night.
Trevino is less than $10,000
spotlight as both
veteran games, Montreal topped Chica- Mike Heduund and Bruce Dal
Baltimore ( Mcnally 16-4) at
behind leader Jack Nicklaus,
, managers —Walt Alston and go 9-5 and New York topped Canton combined for a one- Washington (Broberg 5-5),
who, along with Arnold Palmer
Harry Walker —said they'd Philadelphia 3-1.
hitter for Kansas City —but lost night.
NEW YORK (UPI( —The
Gary Player an
never seen anything like it.
the game to Milwaukee. Ron
Detroit (Coleman 15-8) at
United Press International preseveral
other
Cedeno looped his fly to short In the American League, Theobald's third inning single New York (Peterson 13-9),
ranking winners, are passing up season top 20 Small College
JACK NICKLAUS BRUCE CRAMPTON right with two out Ind the Boston blanked Baltimore 3-0, was the only Milwaukee hit but night.
PGA Champion
the
20th edition of the Hartford teams for 1971 with first place
Matra Bass Champion
bases loaded
and
second Milwaukee stopped Kansas City it didn't figure in the scoring as Cleveland (McDowell 11-1) at
votes in parentheses.
Tournament
.
1-0,
New
York routed Washing- the Brewers produced a run on Boston (Moret 1-2), night.
baseman Lefebvre started out
Team
Points
But
Trevion,
who
has
er
for it while rightfielder Buckner ton 11-1 and Detroit blanked a walk, a hit batter and two
1. North Dakota St. (10)
Oakland (Segui 9-5 and Blue 450,000 FIRST PRIZE is the goal of this foursome Sept.
won either a GHO crown or
started in for it. Lefebvre, California 7-0.
10-12
Firestone
at
in
Akron, Ohio. It's the annual nainfield outs in the second. 23-6) at Minnesota (Perry 15-14
211
Insurance City Open, as it was 2. Arkansas Si. (8)
tionally-televised World Series of Golf, with prize
looking over his shoulder for
Marty Pattin pitched a five-hit and Corbin 7-10), 2, twi-night.
3. Tampa (7)
173
formerly
known,
will
still
have
Gary
Gentry pitched a six- shutout for the victory.
money totaling $77,500, so even last place is nothing to
the ball, didn't see Buckner.
Kansas City (Drage 15-8 and
151
plenty of competition in the 72- 4. Montana
The ball dropped in front of hitter and New York pushed
sneeze at financially.
Clemons 1-01 at Chicago (Jolp
114
hole test that calls for 18-hole 5. Texas Aid (3)
across
two
runs
in
the
eighth
Lefebvre and he got the
New York scored 11 runs in 10-13 and Horlen 7-9), 2, tvri82
rounds per day through Labor 6. Delaware
fingertips of his outstreatched inning to beat Rick Wise and the first two innings and night.
78
Day on the Wethersfield County 7. Tennesse St.‘( 1)
glove on it but trickled away as Philadelphia. A dropped fly ball coasted past Washington. Stan
8. Grambling
67
Club course.
he tried to leap out of the way by Larry Hissle, just recalled Bahnsen pitched a four-hitter
Saturday's Games
45
Defending
champion
Bob 9. Alcorn A&M
of the onrushing Buckner, who from the minors, set the stage for the victory. Jim Shellenback Oakland at Minnesota
10.Eastern Michigan
Murphy
41
is
in
the
field
along
also tried to veery away. for Cleon Jones' tie-breaking had beaten the Yanks the last California at Milw, night
38
with Tom Weiskopf, winner of 11.Western Kentucky
Lefebvre and Buckner collided single.
three times he faced them but Kansas City at Chicago, nite
over $100,000 already this year, 12.Long Beach St.
36
slightly as they tried to skip
he departed after giving up two Baltimore at Wash nite
and several other former 13.Hawaii
25
and dance out of each other's Pitcher Ernie McAnally hit a walks and two singles to the Detroit at New York
22
winners including Charlie Sif- 14.(tie)Jacksonville St.
way,
three-run homer and John first four batters. New York Cleveland at Boston
ford (1967), Art Walt, Jr. 14.(tie)Southwestern La.
22
Meanwhile, the ball rolled Boccabella drove in four runs added seven runs in the second
15.Alcron (1)
(1966),
Bob
21
Goalby
(1962)
and
National League
slowly on the astroturf and as Montreal routed Chicago. as Horace Clarke led off the
16.Abilene Christian
Billy Maxwell (1961). ,
19
East
stopped dead on the warning McAnally's pitching wasn't as inning with a single and capped
Also bidding for the $22,003 17.(tie)Eastern Kentucky 18
W. L. Pct. GB
track as all four runners good as his hitting as he lasted it with a two-run double. Felipe
17.(tie)Southern Illinois
18
82 56 .594
scOred. Lefebvre, who was on 5 1-3 innings and Mike Alou added a three-run homer. Pittsburgh
18.New Mexico Highlands
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the
New York
68 66 .507 '12
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In personnel action in the trowth.of roller skating in the
Montreal
58 76 .433 22
UPI Sports Writer
camps Thursday, Bob Webb, a United States, Wednesday was
Phila
57 78 .422 231
/
2 There won't
be any $15,000 free agent center cut Wednes- named coach of the U.S. team
West
checks around for the winners day by San Francisco, said he which will compete in the
W. L. Pct. GB
of tonight's Baltimore-Dallas has filed a protest with the World Roller Skating championSan Fran
8056 .588 ... Super
Bowl rematch but there eague office Webb claimed he ships at Barcelona, Spain, Oct.
Los Ang
72 65 .526 8/
1
4 will be lots of opportunity
for had been on the injured reserve 6-9.
Atlanta
70 69 504 111
/
2 personal vindication.
list for a month with a torn
68 71 .489 13/
By DICK DEW
1
2 Dalls, unbeaten in four
,
lost top 1970 draft choice Phil was widely regarded as the Cinci
pre- muscle and was used in only
UPI Sports Writer
65 72 .474 151
Olson on a clerical error, saw most disorganized franchise in Houston
/
2 season games, will
NEW PIRATE
be at one play.
Phone 753-9999
FOXBORO, Mass. ( UPI)— veteran quarterback Joe Kapp the league.
San Diego
52 65 .380 281,
PITTSBURGH
( UPI(—Carl
Baltimore
i3-2)
for
the
nationalThe way things have been going stroll out of camp because he The Patriots had already
Thursday's Results
ly televised (CBS) rematch of St. Louis dropped place laylor, a 27-year old outfielderfor the New England Patriots, hadn't been signed to a named a new coach, John Montreal 9 Chicago 5
was
the famed "Blooper Bowl" won kicker George Jakowenko and infielder, Wednesday
their regular season in the standard player contract, had a Mazur, to direct field opera- New York 3 Phila 1
by Baltimore 16-13 in January. veteran Cal Snowden and put purchased by the Pittsburgh
Asnerican Football Conference's major trade with Dallas called tions. A quarterback under Houston 9 Los Ang 3
And with the season opener Don Parish, Wayne Mulligan Pirates from Omaha of the
Eastern Division should be a off when running back Duane Frank Leahy at Notre Dame,
a
only
three weeks away, both and Rocky Wallace on the American Association. Taylor,
comparative breeze.
Thomas refused to undergo a veteran of six years as an Today's Probable Pitchers teams
will be starting to take injured waivers list and Terry who played with the Pirates in
The Pats are setting out to full physical examination, and assistant at Buffalo, and ex- New York (Sadecki 5-5 at
things a little more seriously. Brown on the injured reserve 1968 and 1969 had been property
rebuild this fall after the worst inadvertently touched off the marine officer Mazur had Philadelphia (Reynolds 4-6
Dallas, saddled with injuries list. Jakowenko was signed by of the Kansas City Royals.
record, 2-12, in pro football a biggest traffic jam in the served as interim coach for the night.
to wide receivers Lance Al- New Orleans, which is dissatisSporllood
year ago. But the hard luck history of this southeastern final half of the 1970 season Montreal (Renko 13-13 at
worth, Margene Adkins and fied with the kicking of record- HORTON'S RICH CONTRACT
that dogged them through a Massachusetts area.
12orZO $11
after Clive Rush departed on Pittsburgh (Blass 12-7), night. Reggie Rucker, will be
down to setter Tom Dempsey, who had PITTSBURGH (UPI) —For- gauge
dismal 1970 season is still with
Chicago (Hands 10-17) at St.
Now, the good news. They did the advice of doctors.
63-yarder last season.
mer All-Star defenseman Tim Wel 1/.29
them and shows no sign of finally sign No. 1 draft pick, Mazur, granted a one-year Louis (Cleveland 11-10), night. starters Bob Hayes and Gloster a
°'16
Richardson
with
utilityman
Dan
Horton has signed the richest
changing.
ace quarterback Jim Plunkett, contract and a new staff of Cincinnati (Gullett 14-5) at Reeves,
Dempsey is only 1-for-7 in contract ever given to a Be ready for the swim
a Cowboy coach, in
The team's pre-season period and they: did manage to beat assistants, warned his injury- Los Angeles (Singer 7-161,
reserve. Craig Morton, still pre-season play. The Saints also Pittsburgh Penguin to play with at Sears low pricel--has been a series of—what the New York Giants in an riddled squad as the 1970 night.
battling Roger Staubach for the picked up David Haverdick the National Hockey Leagut
seemed like daily disasters exhibition
game
after
15 season ended that they would Atlanta (Niekro 13-11) at San quarterback job, is scheduled to from Detroit and Jim Strong Club this
season. Horton, 41,
ranging from a clerical error straight losses to the old NFL have to "put out or get out". Diego (Arlin 8-16), night.
start for Dallas.
from San Francisco and re- was drafted by the Penguins
SEARS. IlOtIUCK AND CO. 16.
that cost them a top drafted establishment. They got back a And he meant it.
Houston (Blasingame 9-10) at
leased Ray Hester, Bob Gre- last year when the New York
player to a massive traffic jam top 1972 draft pick for Olson Over
100
players
were San Francisco (Marciahl 14-9),
Baltimore, with quarterback sham and Bill Line.
Rangers failed to protect him
in their first appearance at after earlier trading it away in brought to traing camp and night.
Southsidetenter Nturray, Ky.
Johnny Unitas asidelined for a All is not well in the in the intra-league draft.
their new Schaefer Stadium the Kapp deal. And Olson, who only a little over
good part of the upcoming Minnesota Vikings' camp. Five
half, most of
home.
Saturday's
Games
sat out his rookie season with them veterans who buckled
season with an achillies tendon players —Gary Cuozzo, Gene
Patriots
The
New York at Phila 2 twt-nite injury,
had
been an injury, was seriously hurt down, remain.
has gone to a ground Washington, Clint Jones.John
orphans
since
they
were again in a Ram exhibition "Their attitude has beer Montreal at Pittsburgh
game under the direction of
founded as part of the old game.
Chicago
St.
at
Louis
excellt. I'm pleased with the
veteran Earl Morrell. The Colts
American Football League in "It has been an eventful way they've worked though
Cinci at Los Angeles, night have
not
five solid runners in Tom Henderson and Charlie West —
1960. They played in borrowed summer," first year genera!, satisfied. You can't be satisfied Atlanta at San Diego, night
Matte, Norm Bulaich, Jackie claim they're going to play out
Houston at San Francisco.
stadiums, often on borrowed manager Upton Bell said as he tn this business.
Maitland, Don MCCauley and their options. In all, eight
dough, wed things finally began reached for the aspirin.
"And that crowd has to
Don Nottingham, the "last Vikings have yet to sign
falling into place for them.
Bell, so-n of the late NFL boss help," Mazur said in reference
player picked on the last round contracts.
But while their stadium, Bert Bell, is the Patriots' to the nearly 61,000 who turned shelved rookie prospect Dave of the
college draft who has
Hardt of Kentucky.
seating, over 61,000, was being biggest single change. He was
for the stadium's inaugural
The offensive line is pretty been a stunning surprise thus Minnesota cut three players
built next to a race track in plucked from the Baltimore game against the Giants and much
Thursday —wide receivers Volintact and facing up tc far.
this suburban community, they organization to take over what who created a massive traffic the burden
of giving the In the only other game ley Murphy and Eddie Hackett
tieup lasting three hours after valuable Polunkett, Taliaferrio tonight, San Diego is at Los and defensive back Jim Betts
the game.
and possibly Kapp improved Angeles while in Saturday and placed guard Doug Suther"The crowd enthusiasm has 'protection this fall. The Pats action, Buffalo is at Detroit, land on the taxi squad and
to help. You hope all the people are still searching among Washington at Miarni, Green added veteran linebacker Jerry
there are pulling for us and it several candidates at tight end Bay at Cincinnati, Chicago at Hillebrand from Pittsburgh.
has to give you a psychological and could use some reserve Houston, St. Louis at Kansas Betts was grabbed up by the
New England Patriots:
lift."
defensive players, • •
CAI!, Philadelphia at ...X
Mazur tabs his best newcom- they may pick up on waivers as Orleans Minnesota at Denver
ers as Plunkett, presently
and San Francisco at Oakland. Los Angeles signed two
time approaches.
— understudy to veteran Mike cutdown
How far do they hope to go The New York Jets play players —running back Sam
Taliaferro at quarterback, de- this season? "One at a time, Pittsburgh and the Browns play Scarber, Dallas'
All camp sites have grills and tables.
No. 3 draft
fensive tackle Julius Adams, step by step, week by week," host to the New York Giants in choice, and
guard Jack StamRV sites have water, electric and sewerage
the second round draft choice Mazur said. "Baltimore is the. a doubleheader at Cleveland.
baugh and released Vilnis
from Texas Southern who was champion
Atlanta is at New England in Ezerins.
so they're the team
hookups available, hot showers, flush toilets,
so spectacular in the College to beat. And I can't differen- the only Sunday game.
All-Star Game, 14th draft pick tiate among the others. They'll
Tommy Prothro, LOS Angeles' Baltimore actived wide
sanitary stations, grocery, air-conditioned
reAlfred Sykes of Florida A&M, a all be tough for us."
new coach, will concentrate on ceiver Mike Mikolayun
as and
recreation room with games.
"pleasant surpirse" at wide
putting together his starting placed veteran Jerry
Its our newest
logan on
receiver, and prime linebacker
unit for the regular season in injured waivers while
and lowest-priced
Buffalo
Steve Kiner, obtained in a FLYERS SIGN THREE
Chrysler. And it couldn't
the game against San Diego. picked up Snowden
from
St.
PHILADELPHIA (111314 — The Rams play seven
be more right, because now it's
pre- Louts and Chad Brown from
elearane priced, to make it even easier
Carl Garrett, the rtinning The Philadelphia Flyers an- season games and Prothro feels Houston. Cleveland
trimmed
move up to full-size luxury
CIDA A
for you
back sent to Dallas and nounced Thursday that leftwin- he's had enough time (five Bob Jacobs and
Denver cut
returned in the abortive Tho- gers Rick Mac Leish and Bob games) to scrutinize the many loose Walter
Barnes,
Marty
'
mas deal, and an apparently- Kelly and defenseman I,arry new faces at the Rams' camp. Amsler and John
Kohler. San
have
signed their
revived Jim "Bo" Nance, have Brown
Dennis Partee was a one-man Diego dropped Gene Foster.
contracts
for the 1971-72 season. gang for San Diego last week,
formed an impressive ground
Pittsburgh waived Ralph Wentpunch in early exhibitions.
kicking five field goals and zel and Houston waived place
FARM
CLUB
SWAP
The Pats' kicking game,
averaging better than 50 yards kicker Roy Gerela and picked
Highway 68
woeful a year ago, has been DETROIT (UPI) --Clinton, per punt in the Chargers' up Tom Rodgers and Braden
i narrowed down to veterans Iowa of the Class A Midwest victory over New °Hng. John Beck.
at Jonathan Creek on Kentucky Lake
Gino Cappelletti and Charlie League will be a farm Club in Hadl has resumed his role as
Phone: (502) 354-8493
Gogolka in place kicking with the Detroit Tigers' organization No. 1 quarterback with Marty
claimed Foster from
,c.... the vet Tom Janik handling the next year, replacing Batavian N. IDomres scheduled strictly for SanAtlanta
Diego while Washington cu
punting after. a knee injury Y.of the New York-perm league. 'backup duty.
Bill Malinchak

Small College
Grid Ratings

aler of '42" which is
tured as they learn
m a stolen medical
d Gary Grimes are
Iligan directed the
Herman Raucher,
n.

rico Policy *

Colts And Dallas
Meet Tonight

Patriots Having Hard
Time Getting Started

arge there's

OF'4

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

Shotgun
Shells
in stock
99

Sears

Catalog Sales Office

1US ESCAPADES
&MOUS
LOVER!

,a

SPORTS

PRESENTS

EXOTIC
‘MS OF

trova
COLOR

MEW
'0-Start 7:45
thru WED.

WHY
IS OUR DEAL
BETTER
THAN THEIR
DEAL?

Have You Seen the New . . .

IT STARTS WITH
THE RIGHT CAR,
CHRYSLER ROYAL.

SPORTSMAN'S
CAMPGROUND

--•

LARGE SWIMMING POOL

Adjacent to SOortsmanN^Lodge and Marina

‘..- Sportsman s

at The RightPlace

Campground

TAYLOR MOTORS, INC.
303 POPLAR ST.
MURRAY, KY,

te•
•
4.
,
,-4•41•4

•

—

00
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Murray Woman's Club will have
Mime 713-1917 or 1$3.4941
Mrs. J. IL Binitsien . . .
a patio potluck supper at the club
house at 6:30 p.m. Hostesses will
be Mesdames Don Grogan,
0400
4 V
ot
ee I
Kenneth
Adams,
Jack
1
Friday, September 3
Baker, John Belt, and
1
The members and guests of the Howard Brandon.
Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Club will have a potluck
luncheon at the social hall of the The general meeting of the
First United Methodist Church at Women's Society of Christian
fitiOn: Each one is asked to Service of the First United
Mrs. Bob Scribner of Murray
bring a white elephant gift for the Methodist Church will be held at
Route Seven has been dismissed
the Hale Chapel at ten a.m. with
prizes for bingo.
from the Western Baptist
Mrs. C.C. Lowry, Paris District
Paducah.
WSCS president, as speaker. '
Miss Olivia Cook, bride-elect of Hospital,
The Wranglers Riding Club will
Charles D. Clark, Jr. was
ride at the pen at seven p.m.
honored with a luncheon by Mrs.
Featured will be a doughnut race.
The Goshen United Methodist Charles Tuttle and Miss Lillian
Mrs. Constance A. Russell of
Church WSCS is scheduled to Tate at the Holiday Inn on August Murray has been a patient at the
By Abigail Van Buren
meet at the church at seven p.m. twenty second.
Saturday, September 4
Western
Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
DEAR ABBY: Years ago I followed some advice you
A gospel singing will be held at
The private dining room was
gave me You said. "Don't tell your husband about any
the Gospel-Singing Drive In, six
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Carpenter
beautifully decorated for the
affairs you had with other men."
Wednesday, September 8
miles east of Hardin on Highway
occasion in pink and white. The and daughters, Donna and Cindy.
80, starting at eight p.m.
Well, for 12 years I kept my mouth shut, then my
luncheon tables were centered of Louisville were the guests of
The
husband finally got it out of me. After I told him everything,
New
Concord with rhite cupid urns filled
with Mr. and Mrs. Brent Outland of
Homemakers Club will meet with pink
he left me saying he couldn't forgive me for having kept the
rosebuds, dwarf carnations Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Irby
sunday, September 5
Mrs. Taft Patterson at one p.m. and baby's
truth from him for 12 years.
breath. Tiny bridal Hendon of Mayfield. Donna has
A few months ago I married another man and decided to
bouquets of pink satin ribbon, net enrolled at Murray State
A reunion of the Burkeen
tell him all about myself as soon as we were married. Well,
puffs and velvet flowers were University for her sophomore
family will be held at the
The
Harris
Grove attached to each place card. year.
after I told him he turned cold toward me and now he won't
Jonathan
creek
Baptist Homemakers Club will meet
with
have anything to do with M2 because he thinks I am a
Assembly.
This includes all Mrs. Don
Osmus at one p.m.
tramp.
owe
Napkin rings of pink satin ribbon
descendants of the late John
Now I'm really confused. What is a woman withot past
oitL- __Prow and
and the tiny bridal bouquets
Riley Burkeen who died in 1842.
'supposed to do? She's damned if she tells and she's damned
and Hal, of St.
completed the table decorations.
A potluck dinner will be served at The
.Pottertown Homemakers
FRUSTRATED
if she doesn't.
-Louis Mo:,• are the guest of her
one p.m. In case of rain the Club
Miss Cook was lovely in her parents'
will meet at the Holiday Inn
, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
reunion and _dinner will be held in at ten
DEAR FRUSTRATED: Don't confess and don't lie. A
trousseau frock of black and Jones. They, along with Mrs
a.m.
dining
room
of
the
the
Assembly.
husband
as
by
her
accepted
woman with a past should be
white voile. Corsages of white John'Rice and four children of
she is, and her past is none of his business. I Just as his
dwarf carnations interspersed Hannibal, Mo., and Mrs. Tom
Homecoming will be held at the
past is none of her business.1 Husband No. I didn't feave you
The /Arts and Crafts Club will with pearl hearts were presented Goodrich of Rise, Mo., were
Walnut Grove Baptist Church meet at the Southside Restaurant to Miss Cook, her mother Mrs.
because you kept the truth from him for 12 years, he left
guests for dinner of Mr. and Mrs.
and the Wofford Cemetery in at 2:30 p.m. with Mrs. Keys Sam Cook, her
you because vou told him. And husband No. 2 is unfair to
mother-in-law Jones on Wednesday.
4.z'
°Stewart County, Tenn., with a Futrell as hostess.
bold your past against you.
to be, Mrs. Charles Clark, Sr.,
basket lunch at noon.
(Love Studio photo)
and Mrs. Virgie Clark, grandmother of the groom.
DEAR ABBY I am 20 and Mickey is 21. We've been
Mr. and Mrs. Trellis McDougal
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wayne Lewis
The Pleasant Hill Cemetery in Night circles of the WSCS of
going steady for a year and I guess you could say Pm
and Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jones
was
kept
by
register
brides
The
Between the Lakes will the First United Methodist
"hooked" on him. I had long hair, and told Mickey I wanted
spent the past weekend at
Mrs. Sholar selected for her the Laud
The wedding vows of Miss
homecoming with Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. as Miss Gloria Cook, sister of the Raymond, Ill., and
to cut it. He said if I cut my hair he didn't want to -see me
daughter's wedding a pale blue have its annual
attended the
bride-elect.
Faye
Sholar
and
Linda
Harold
really
altho
a.m.
I
eleven
hair
follows: Hannah with Mrs. John
again. Well, I forgot about cutting my
Bergman reunion in Leitchfield,
double knit dress with beige preaching at
•
Wayne Lewis were exchanged in
and Applegafe, 1606 Sunset, (Chinese
wanted to.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Prow
accessories. Mrs. Lewis chose> followed by a basket dinner
a beautiful candlelight ceremony
auction); Ruth Wilson with Mrs.
Places were laid for the and children, Stacy and Hal, of
He has stood me up on lots of dates and whm I ask him
wear a deep pink knit dress with singing.
6
on
at
Friday,
sever
August
Otis H. Erwin, 807 Doran Road; following:
what happened, he says he forgot. The last time he did that
Mesdames Donald St. Louis, Mo., also attended the
black patent accessories. They
o'clock in the evening in the
I got mad and cut my hair, and when he saw _me he slapped
wore white orchid corsages. The Union Ridge United Wesleyan with Miss Doris Jones, Virgie Clark, H.L. Clark reunion.
both
sanctuary of the Memorial
Rowland, 308 Irvan.
Archie Simmons, Noble Knight,
my face and said we were thru.
Methodist and Baptist Churches
Baptist Church.
David Fitts, Sam Cook, Joe
I can't make my hair grow back overnight, but I would
Reception
FOR CORRECT
will hold their memorial services
Thacker
of
T.A.
Rev.
Cohoon, Edgar Shirley,'James
like to get Mickey back. What advice Can you give me?
with preaching at the Methodist
pastor
Louisville,
of
the
former
TIME and
Rogers,
MICE
MISSLNG
Kirk Pool, George Britt,
Immediately following the Church at 11 a.m. by Bro. Henry
Memorial Church, performed the
Wednesday, September 8
James Garrison, Maurice
the 1:ride's parents Smith. A basket dinner will be
TEMPERATURE
ceremony
double
DEAR MISSING: "Mick" sounds like a real loser to me, impressive
ring
Christopher, Jack Anderson,
DAY OR NIGH
were hosts for the reception held served followed by singing.
ceremony.
and you're lucky to be rid of him. "Out of sight, out of
The ladies day luncheon will be H.L. McLeod, Clarksville, Tenn.,
Red Room of the Holiday
in
the
The bride is the only daughter
mind," and you're out of yours if you try to get him back.
served
at noon'at the Calloway and Misses Donna Jones, Debbie
of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Sholar of Inn.
CC11.1 N,I(V
County Country Club. Hostesses Jones, Melanie Wilson, Wickliffe,
Tuesday, September 7
The bride's table was covered
Murray Route One. The groom is
will be Mesdames Prue Kelly, Gloria Cook, Vivian Hale, the
DEAR ABBY: Why do parents ask the grandparents to
pastel pink poie de soie
with
a
the only son of Mrs. Katherine
stay with their children? Both my parents work and my
Leo's
Cooperative Haron West, Ted Billington, Sam hostesses, Mrs. Tuttle and Miss
cloth and draped with St.
Lewis of Murray and the late floor length
Preschool
brothers and I always have sittersstay with us
Mothers
will meet at Bell, E.D. Roberts, Gary Pugh, Tate, the honoree, and the
pink illusion featuring bunches of
of
Troy Lewis.
James Lassiter, John Livesay, mothers.
Our mother doesn't have to Work. but I guess she would
carnations. At one end of the Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
red
Murr.iL
nuptial
A
music
program
of
Sicillurks
Ed
Carroll,
Dan
kids.
McKinney, and
rather work than stay home with us
was 15tesented by Mrs. Thomas table was the large silver punch
Chad
Stewart.
Bridge
hostesses
Its no wonder kids today are bad. Parents think if they
Wilkins. The traditional wedding bowl and at the other the three
will be Mrs. Robert O. Miller and
give their children a nice home with all the conveniences it
marches were played for the tiered wedding cake trimmed in The Murray State University Mrs. Don Overby.
spend
will
SAVE! * SAVE! * SAVEI
parents
who
need
but
we
will make them good,
an
with
topped
icing
and
red
bride's
processional
and
Dames Club will have a "Getting
time with us.
arrangement
of
red
net,
hearts
recessional.
to Know You" Tea and Rush
My parents find time to go bowling and have fun without
The bridal party assembly edged in lace and pearls, and party in Rooms 3 and 4 of the
us but they never have time for their kids. Abby, please tell
rosebuds.
petit
before
the
altar,
softy
504 Main Street (Behind Peoples Bank)
Student Union Building at seven
mothers not to work unless they have to. There is plenty of
illuminated by burning candles in The center of the table was p.m for all married women
time to work after their kids have grown up. Please don't
Register For The FREE! Back To School Outfit.
the candelabra which were highlighted with a seven- students and wives of fulltinu
UNHAPPY CHILD
use m:,• name
candelabra entwined
adorned with an arrangement of branched
men students at MSU.
THIS WEEK ONLY .
African orchids. Baskets of red with a bouquet of red African
DEAR UNHAPPY: Perhaps your mother has to work in
and
greenery.
orchids
Mrs.
I
mention
it.
And
doesn't
and pink carnations interspersed
order to make ends meet, but she
Dodson, Mrs. S.C. The Calloway County Farm
with greenery completed the Williare
don't know how often your parents have sitters. Maybe one
Mrs. Richard Price Bureau will have its membership
Colson,
and
elegant setting. Pink bows and
eight a week seems like too much for you. Before making
* USE OUR LAYAWAYS.. *
presided
at
the
table and served meeting at the Murray State
streamers marked the family
any judgments against your parents, I'd like to hear their
University Livestock Pavilion at
guests.
the
pews.
side of it.
wedding trip the bride 7:30 p.m.
The guest regisier was kept by Fo_r her
her trousseau a pink
chose
from
Mrs. Richard Price, cousin of the
CONFIDENTIAL TO "HATES DIRT" IN HILLSdouble
knit
dress with white
BOROUGH: Maybe the one who always notices the dirt ought bride. The register table was accessories. Her corsage was Groups of the Christian
covered
in
a
floor
length
pink
Women's Fellowship of the First
to have her glasses cleaned.
satin cloth and accented by pink her mother's white orchid. The Christian Church will meet as
coupleleft
of
Denver,Colorado,
off
get
it
illusion
you
overlay caught at the
What's '.our problem" You'll feel better if
follows: I with Mrs. A.H. Titcorners by red bows. A red and and visited points of interest sworth at ten a.m., and II with
your chest. Write to %Bin'. Box 6.9700. I,os Angeles. Cal.
throughout
the
west.
pink floral arrangement of
99069 For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
Mrs. Gladys Faries at two p.m.
feathers and carnations which They are now at home on North
esve4ope
16th
Street,
Murray.
held the bride's wedding book
Out of town guests were Mr.
and red feathered pen.
Night Groups of the First
Poe kbb)*s booklet. -How to Have a Lovely Wedding.**
and Mrs. Arlet Baker of Elkton;
seed Si to Abby. Boa 09799, Los Angeles, Cal. Met
Andy Applegate, Peggy Brown, Baptist Church WMS will meet as
RrlIiedreaa
Annie Armstrong •with
iF sTamilto-n, Trtrlinie
Mrs. Vernon Nance at 7:30 p.m.
Ronnie
Robinson,
Edith
Page,
Given in marriage by her
with Mrs. Ray Moore in charge of
father, the bride was lovely in a and Harold Boone, all of Mem- the program; Kathleen Jones
phis,
Tenn.;
Mrs.
T.A.
Thacker
of
traditonal floor length gown of
with Mrs. L.L. Dunn at 7:15 p.m.
— ONE DAY ONLY —
0
white bridal satin. The gown, Louisville.
with Mrs. Robert Jones as
designed by.the bride and made
speaker; and Lottie Moon with EASY__GQIN.G. 7._ Cotton
54" BONDED
by Mrs. M.M. Whife, featured an
60" POLYESTER
Mrs. Earl Warford at 7:30 p.m. knits play the separates game
a
waist
Empire
with
in this comfy combo. The
HONEY COMB
V-shaped neckline.
The
long-sleeved pucker knit top
Assembly
No.
19,Order
Murray
bishop sleeves were accented by
makes a great put-on for
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet straight leg pants with
leng cuffs set off by tiny self
REG. 3.98
p.m.
at
A baby boy, Ken Alan, Jr., at the Masonic Hall seven
The long
covered buttons.
stitched-in creases. Both
weighing
seven
white
illusion
pounds 10's
Miss Ingenue
mantilla veil was of
Extra Special!
delicately edged in Lace of orange ounces, was born to ylr. and Mrs.
Department
of
the
blossom design. It flowed softly Ken Miller of Farmington Route The Kappa
from a small satin- bow head- One on Saturday, August 28, at
piece.
2,02-p-Aii:at-the Morettysk-ailovray
O. r
A
She carried a unique bouquet of County Hospital.
IF YOU HAVEN'T
beautiful African orchids and They have one daughter, Amy
greenery adorned with streamers Carol, age two. The father is
RECEIVil) YOUR FREE
of white pearl beads. The bride employed at General Tire and
also wore something old, Rubber Compahy, Mayfield.
"NITE-LITE"
yd.
something new, something Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
William
B.
Miller of ,Murray
borrowed, and somettiing blue.
as of this date, please call us today in order that
Miss'Deborah Brandon, cousin Route Two and Mr. and Mrs.
we may present you with one of these useful
of the bride, wag the maid of tanley Darnell of Farmington
I ute One.
gifts.
honor. She wore a floor length .
gown of pink crepe fashioned
-Lites in total darkness.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
with an empire waistline,
Lula Miller of Murray Route
-No
electrical expense.
billowing puffed sleeves, and a
Two, Mr: and Mrs, Elmer Millie
-No radium!. Non toxic.
for
10
square neckline. Her formal of
Murray, Mrs. Josie Darnell Of
-Manufactured for many years of use.
CASUAL -Full sportswear takes Y,T. .1 Western slant with gown was accented by red sandal Mayfield Route Five, and
-Your "Nite-Lite'' emergency numbers
Mr.
shoes and a headpiece consisting
1 DAY ONLY!
Cfitt0f1 corduroy is deftly
a soft touch. Stf•VPil1:
and Mrs. R.D. Crouch of Murray
can stay illuminated indefinitely when
fell
rosebuds
which
tiny
pink
if
Western
shaped into an abbreviated yoke-hack jacket and
Route One.
eompletely charged.
cutJeans. l'eudo-suede trim gives novelty treatment to rom a delicate chiffon bow. Her
-Recharging your "Nite-Lite" is
the waistband: pockets. and lapels of the easy-going jack- dr)uquet_ was of red carnations
and tiny pteklatsies entwiried by EDUCATED THIEF
et It's by Darw—d
unlimited—simply espose to artificial or
$5.98
REG. 17.98 yd.
red velvet leaves and bows.
AURORA, Colo. (UPI)—Ponatural
light.
lice
in
this
Denver suburb say
'Attending the groom as best
man was Sheri; Massey of someone stole a classroom
Ask For
Murray. The gToomsmen and from the Vaughn ElerSientary
Miss "Nite-Lite"
ushers were Steve Williams of School.
Louisville, Richard Farrell and
The classroom was a 28-foot
Phone 763-1273
Bill Hopson, both of Murray. long van which was to be used
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
I,
*
They.. *ere attired in red shirts, for students " with hearing
We Have It— We, WIll Get It—Or It Can't Be Had
753-1893'
white ties and dark suits
handicaps

1Deox-4611.Ta

Miss Linda Faye Sholar Becomes Bride Of
Harold Wayne Lewis In Lovely Ceremony
At The Memorial Baptist Church Here

Itzwealt„,1,.!

Bridal Luncheon Is
Given In Honor Of
Miss Olivia Cook

Damned if she tells,
damned if she does:n't

iiiitsoota€1,\\

1AL

753-6363

PEUPLIS BANK

The Youth Shop
15% Off - Curtsey Coats

10% Off - Back toNSchool
Dresses N,

yr

WSM-4

6:30
Slim;
Torn
7:00
7:05 Farm Digest
7:15 Report
7:30 Tommorrow
Pene
8'flO
Carl
830 Hot Dog
Heal,
9:00 JambO
9:30 Herald of Truth Look
10:00 This is the Life On
10:30 Church Service Fai
11:00
Zoc
.1:30 Worship
Fat
12:00 Meet the Press ma
I-2:30 Newsrnakers
Mo
1:00 Film
1:30 Baseball
Pin
2:00
2:30
Ter
3:00
3.15
3:30
4:00 Bowling
4:30 Adam 12
Zoot
4.45
500 Comment
Rep(
5:30 News
Rog(
6:00 Scene at Six --Lass
6:30 Disneyland
Ante
7:00
Play
7:30 Red Skelton
Sonn
8:00 Bonanza
Heni
8:30
9:00 Bold Ones
10:00 Scene at Ten New
10:30 Tonight show Per
11:00
11:30
The I
12:00

S'45
600 Morning Show
6:30
7:00 Today Show
8:00
8:30
9:00 Diall's Place
9:30 Concentration
10:00 Sale of
10:30 Hollywood Squarest
11:00 Jeopardy
V
11:30 Who, What Where S
12:00 Noon Show
12:05
12:30
A
1:00 Days of Our Lives
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Another World
2:30 Bright Promise
3:00 Another World
3:30 Here Come-Brides
4:00
4:30 Wild, Wild West
5:00
5:25 News
5:30 News
6:00 Scene at Six
8:34From a Bird's
7:00
Movie
7:30
8:00 Movie
8:30
9:00
10:00 Scene at Ten
10:30 Tonieht Show

We Have Lots of Good Buys!

NESBUTT FABRIC SHOP
Anniversary Sale

* OPEN LABOR DAY FOR *
LABOR DAY SPECIALS

The Western Look

FBIRTHSj

. ACRYLIC

DOUBLE
KNIT
$1.980.
'2.98

SHORT LENGTH
45" Millium Lining
29'

TRIMS

THREAD

iotyd

3

c

60" Printed Polyester

KNIT

WALLIS DRUG

1

BANK OF MURRAY

Many More Specials

NESBITT FABRIC SHOP
4 Miles South Of MurriatOn Hwy_ 641

ker\it.LM

MONDAY,SEPT.6
4.00 MISTERIERS' N
N
BORHOOD.
4:30 HODGEPODGE,L0
5400 SESAME STREET,
For children ICA
6:00 WINDOW TO THE C
ROOM: Y.D ,, ,r H,r1taw,e
tabor
6:30 FOLK GUITAR
Banjo G b.ming and
tonic) chord A minor a
minor. Toir, new song.s
Works on the Railrc.acl
Greenland Whalers
710 KNOW YOUR ANTI.
tr. 171

Itac.ing_the. tuStary
r
titration f Wings,
(C)
7:30 THE FRENCH CHE
Spinach Tans (C) IR
6:00 WORLD PRESS.
9:00 MASTERPIECE THI
—The First Crurchill,
aueoil Commands (Cl
10:03 BOOK BEAT: 'A
World, A Woman's Pla
Elizabeth. Janeway (I)
10:30 PANMED. F i.r
protesselna)'. nnly
TUESDAY, SEPT 7
400 MISTEROGERS'
BO R HOOD
4:30 HODGEPODGE LE
5:00 •SESAME STREET
For c hildren
6:00 WINDOW TO THE
ROOM: Ripples Orienta
6:30 MAKING THINGS I
Horticultural Pre,,eht:
likely objects combine
onagmai s. n can
t.
lovely gift, fcr triedds
1:00 DESIGNING W
Designing Your Own
Cppying tashions ffor
tous ry)urcc-,, usin,4 a
binatew if patterns
adapting the patter,
igner touches (C,
1:30 BOOK BEAT.sk
800 PERSPECTIVES ci
LANCE Dr tames D

to
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Television Specials Include Miss America Pageant Others

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

By JACK GAYER
tary about the late Marilyn Arte Johnson and Greg Moreis at 7:30 .p.m. offers "Fiesta.' comedy-drama with tioo New- tne action is siuppeo bo urc auNEW YORK (UPI).-The Miss Monroe. (R).
ic1ip1a
7 . te ( rescheduled from Buck gets in trouble in Mexico hart, Jill St. John and Jean thence can vote on which of I WO
SUNDAY
when he befriends a lad (4). Simmons. Newhart plays an ec- courses the plots should take
America Pageant in Atlantic
TUESDAY
Aug.
Finals of the miss Arne! lCa
City should be the new week'k "Babar Comes To America" "Xerox Presents the Quarter- "The Interns" on CBS at 7:30 ology professor whose help is
6:30
Summer Semester House of Worship
big item for television viewers. on NBC at 7:30 is a new half- ly Report" on NBC from 9 to 10 has a story in which a man sought by two women with Pageant at Atlantic City on
Tom & Jerry
7:00
Sego Bros.
NBC airs the finals of the con- hour special about the popular is the first of four such pro- who fears he has a brain dis- • oblems. From time to time NBC at 10.
7:05 Farm Digest
test
Saturday night (11th).
elephant character created by grams to be presented at inter- ease demands that his girl have
7:15 Report
NBC also has a night baseball the late French writer-illustrat- vals dealing with significant re- an abortion IR).
7:30 Tommorrow
World-Tomorrow
Penelope Pitstop
game on Monday, a "Barbar" or, Jean De Brunhoff. Peter Us- cent events, John Chancellor is The CBS movie at '9 screens
8-00
WSIX-T It
WI.AC-TV
WSNI-TV
Bible Class
Carl Tipton
special Tuesday, a tinov narrates and provides the chief correspondent. Topics on "O'hara, United States Treasanimated
gunnel 8
Channel 5
Channel 4
8:30 Hot Dog
Heaven's Jubilee
3 Stooges
new program reviewing current animal voices.
this one: The federal vote for 18-' ury," with David Janssen as an
9:00 Jambd
FRIDAY'EVENING PROGRAMS
Johnny Quest
events on Wednesday, and a "Make Your Own Kind of year olds, the death penalty, agent trying to break a drugg :Oil News Wthr : Sports News: lath, : SPOrts I Dream of Jeannie
9:30 Herald of Truth Look Up & Live
Cattanottga Cats
Interns
Brady B.0.
30 Hteh Chaparral
‘-'
golf tourney on Saturday.
Music" on NBC at 8 features possible effects of president smuggling ring IR).
10:00 This is the Life Oral Roberts
Bullwinkle
Nanny & Professor
The CBS schedule offers a re- the Fifth Dimension group.
Nixon's visit to China and the "Strange Report" on NBC at
7 TISPIL C the G•meHeadrnaeler
Partridge Family
10:30 Church Service Faith For Today
Discovery
10
screens
has
"Cover
Girl-last
year's
GameFootball:
the
00
Name
of "You Are There" and
al
8:30
turn
That Girl
ABC's movie at
Pentagon Payers.
11:00
Flipper
Odd Coucilie
.30 Nape of the Gam* Dallas vs:
0
Zoorarpa
model." Valuable new fashions
a drug documentary on Wednes- "Crowhaven Farm with Hope
Baltimore
Love, AmeriCan Sty)/
Q
.00 Stumps Report
.1:30 Worship
Pet Set
Face the Nation
THURSDAY
Football
ar :30 Strange Report
Love, American Style
are stolen from a leading deday.
Lange and Paul Burke. Witch12:00 Meet the Press Make Room
- :CO News; Wthr.; SportsNews; WM,: Shorts If Takes • Thief
Capitol News
. is signer (RI.
first college football craft is involved in this tale of "The Enemy on the Beach"
The1
0.'
It Takes • Thiel
Perry
:30
Mason
Tonight
City
P2:30 Newsmakers
Soul of the
Movie
SATURDAY
News; Attu; Sports
'Perry Mason
game of the season is on ABC a New England farm's secret the "NBC Action Playhouse"
tonight
1;
c'i',.11
i
1:00 Film
Movie:
Moyle:
1
1
.,,.._
1
fare
at
Ann
Howes
7:30.
Sally
T .B.A.
From noon to 12:30, NBC
Saturday evening.
(R).
-Town Without Pity" "April Love"
-oo
1:30 Baseball
and
12
Robert
Wagner
in
a
World
Movie
Movm
:30
I
brings
bac*
the
long
running
9
networks
at
will
All
shuffle
three
Tuesday"
NBC's -First
Auto Races
2:00
Pinpoint
SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
forenoon includes features on moderniz- War II drama about discover- science series for young people,
Saturday
their
2:30
Tennis
:00
Agriculture USA Sumcner SeMester
schedules, providing some new ing life for New Mexico's Zuni ing • the detonating secret of a "Mr. Wizard," again with Don
6 30 Farm Digest
Summer Semester
3:00
programs for the children and Indians and the 10-year-old German mine
Herbert in charge. The subject
Jake Hess
.00 Tom Foolery
'Three Stooges
7 :30
3.15
Three Stooges
Heckle-end Jeck le Eddie HIVA,
shunting some old ones into new "secret war" in the Sudan be- The CBS movie at 9 screens of the premiere is -Micro skin
Lancelot Link, Secret
00 Woody Woodge7Ter Sabrina and •
3:30
"Harpy,"
O'Brian
with
Hugh
Chimp
GrO,Vre GJG.IeS
diving" all new.
00 Bugaloos .
Lime periods.
8
Arabs and
Northern
tween
the
4:00 Bowling
!errs, Lewis Sit Dos.,
Golf Tourn.
Jos.* & Pussycats
Or. Doolittle
and Elizabeth Ashley in a sus- "The CBS Children's 'Film
9 .0030 Pink
Highlights ( All times EDT un- :he Southern Negroes.
Haniern Giobet.oiters Here Ccme D lecke!,
Panther
4:30 Adam 12
pense melodrama about an am- festival" weekly series, 1 to 2,
Zoo'ama
Hot Wheels ArChi.3 FurshoL
a% :00 R Pufnstuff
WEDNESDAY
less noted; "R" for Repeat4.
4.45
Sky Hawks
I Si 30 Here Comes Grump Arch..'s Funhouse
has its premiere with, "Cry
SUNDAY
The` popular old CBS series ateur falconer whose former
.00 Screen Auditions Cbmrnunotv Centel' S Motor MOUS*
Reports
5:00 Comment
Movie
Hard,/ BOWS
I I 30 Screen Auditions Monkeys
"Issues and Answers," ABC. "You Are There," now revised wife tries to break up his im- Wolf," an English film that is
5:30 News
Roger Mudd
pending marriage (RI.
a modern version of the classic
SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
1:30 guest, George Meany, to have more appeal for young
6:00 Scene at Six - Lassie
Love on a Rooftop
CO Star Trek
First Saturday
Ameilic an Bandstand
President of the AFL-CIO, viewers, returns for a one-shot ABC at 9 has a 90-minute tale of the boy who gives too
12 30 Star Trek
Town Council
American Bandstand
6:30 Disneyland
Animal World
NFL Action
discusses price-wage controls. nighttime appearance at 7:30. "Longstreet- film which is the many false warnings of danger.
00 Baseball
Sports Challenge
Where's
Huddles
7:00
I
Baseball
Playhouse
30
FBI
network's
source
Wrestling
nel.•
Zoorama
of
the
Semifinals
of
the
U. S. Open
"Comedy Playhouse- on CBS The fare is "Ordeal Of A PresiDealt. Valley Days
7:30 Red Skelton
NBA Highlights
Sonny-Cher
2 0030 Baseball
Fall Preview
Basebait
at 8 has Phil Silvers in a come- ient," dramatization in news fall dramatic series with that Tennis, championships at Forest
U.S. Men's Amateur
8:00 Bonanza
Movie
2 00 Baseball
U S Open TertaIs
Golf .
dy about a private patrolman's Noverage form of Woodrow Wil- titte James Franciosa has the Hills, N. Y., are scheduled on
• 30 Basebeill
Championship
U.S. Men's Arnett
Henry VIII
8:30
involvement with the wealthy son's decision to involve the title role as a criminal insur- CBS from 4 to 6.
00 Del Reeves
Tennis
U
S.
Open
World-- of Sport!
9:00 Bold Ones
4
30
Ohl
Nashville
Mus
i0
Championship
Wide
World of Sport!
ance
perminvestigator
who
is
NBC covers the first round of
residents in his area (resched- U.S. in World War I. As during
c :00 Wilburn brothers Pitstop
10:00 Scene at Ten News
WOrld of Sports
▪ .30 Porter Wagoner koier Mudd News Wide
It Takes A Thief
uled from Aug. 151.
Fishing
the original series, Walter Cron- anently blinded in a mysterious the World Series of Golf at Ak10:30 Tonight Show Perry Mason
wife
kills
explosion
his
that
ron,
Ohio,
with
participants
be"The Hitchhiker" on ABC's kite is the anchor man. I The
SATURDAY EVENING' PROGRAMS
11:00
News
ing holders of the country's four
CP News. Wthr . Sots Nees weir , Sports Lawrence Welk
"The FBI- at 8 inVolves a regular series, all new, opens (RI.
6
30
Adventure
11:30
Theater Mission Impossible Untamed World
The Late Show
chase after an AWOL soldier in the 12:30-1 p.m. spot Satur- At 10, NBC offers "An Eve. top titles.
00 Adventure Theater Mission: Impossible Lawrence Welk
Movie
12:00
Andrews
and
Julie
ning
With
.30
Football:
7
Tom Jones tri
My Three Sons
who has robbed a bank (R). day, Sept. 11 with "The MysThe season's first game on
es 00 St. Louis vs.
Concert
Arnie
Harry
group
Roots
voca&
The
Grass
Earhart.")
ABC's
of
Amelia
O
tery
-30
Kansas
college
City
football
Mary
Tyler
schedule
Moore
When Johany Cornea
MONDAY
Belafonte," musical at
00 Football
Marching Home
Meninx
is featured on "The Sonny and
"If You Turn ON" is a one- iarry
6:30 has Grambling playing
" 9 30 Football
Mannis
Movie
stars
5:45
Cher Comedy Hour" on CBS at hour documentary about drug ipecial with just the two
Country Journal
Morgan State in New York
" :00 News; Wthr.; SportsNews, Wthr., Sports 'Stage Coach to
Dancers' Rock"
Perry Mason
1./ 30 Movie:
6:00 Morning Show
8:30.
abuse on CBS at 8. Medical au- 'R .
News
City.
e .00 ...led River" -L., Mason
News: Wthr ; Sports
FRIDAY
Movie:
Movie.
I
-30
6:30
NBC at 8:30 offers "Cat Bal- thorities and such entertainMoyle
speMorning Watch
two-hour
Real McCoys
NBC at 7 has a
"Five -/InITM
ye .00 Avengers
"In Love and War
7:00 Today Show
lou," pilot for a series loosely ment figures as Carol Burnett, NBC's The High Chaparral" cial, "Decision! Decisions!"
Midnight"
30 Avengers
Bow
Movie.
,based on the movie of that title.
8:00
C.aptain Kangaroo
Lesley Warren plays Catherine
8:30
Mike Douglas
Romper Room
9:00 Diah's Place
Ballou, Jack Elam plays Kid
Shelleen, a Whisky-soaked form9:30 Concentration
Hillbillies
10:00 Sale of
N• badman.
Dick Van Dyke
Family Affair
10:30 Hollywood Squares Love of Life
The ABC movie at 9 screens
That Girl
11:00 Jeopardy
1966's "Batman".
Where Heart Is
Bewitched
11:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow
The last of the drama series,
Love, American
12:00 Noon Show
"The Six Wives of Henry VIII,"
News
All My Children
12:05
is on CBS at 9:30. Wife No. 6 is
Singing Cony.
12:30
As The World Turns Let's Make A Deal Catherine Parr, played by Ros1:00 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing
alie Crutchley. Keith -Michell is
Newlywed Game
1:30 Doctors
Henry.
Guiding Light
Dating Game
MONDAY
2:00 Another World
Secret Storm
Gen. Hosp.
2:30 Bright Promise
Edge of Night
One Life
On ABC, "Password" is
3:00 Another World
Password
Gomer Pyle
moved from the 4-4:30 p.m.
Lucy Show
• 3:30 Here Come-Brides Jeff's Collie
spot to 12:30-1, which "Love,
4:00
Movie
Dan Boone
American Style" varates to
4:30 Wild, Wild West
move
into the 4-4:30 period.•
5:00
NBC has a second television
News
series pilot of "Cat Ballou'
Weather
5:25 News
from 7:30 to 8. In this one Jo
News
News
5:30 News
Ann Harris plays Cat and ForJeannie
News
6:00 Scene at Six
Let's Make A Deal rest Tucker plays Shelleen.
Gunsmoke
6:3tFrom a Bird's
Newlywed Game
The ABC movie starts at 7:30
7:00
Movie
It Was-Very Gd. Yr. instead of 9 because it offers a
Here's Lucy
7:30
Movie
double feature. "Blast Off" is
Mayberry RFD
8:00 Movie
a 1968 adventure about Phineas
Doris Day
8:30
T. Barnum and a moon projecNewcomers
3:00
News
tile scheme with Burl Ives (R).
News
10:00 Scene at Ten
Dick Cavett
Movie
"Marilyn" is the 1963 documen10:30 Tonight Show
WSM-4

Pe4.4mal&\\

Constance A. Russell of
y has been a patient at the
rn
Baptist Hospital,
ah.
and Mrs. Bob Carpenter
ughters, Donna and Cindy,
isville were the guests of
id Mrs. Brent Outland of
and Mr. and Mrs. Irby
of Mayfield. Donna has
td at Murray State
sity for her sophomore

XS"

dv

ind Mrs. Trellis McDougal
r. and Mrs. Clyde Jones
the past weekend at
ind, Ill., and attended the
an reunion in Leitchfield,
r. and Mrs. Harold Prow
ildren, Stacy and Hal. of
Lis, Mo., also attended the
1.

FOR CORRECT

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY OR NIGH

753-u6363
Co

cY

OPUS HANK
Of
ticriturk•

* SAVE!

I

Shop

'eolles Bank

o School Outfit.

WLAC-5

wsix4

T

Bob Scribner of Murray
Seven has been dismissed
the Western Baptist
al, Paducah.

alt1.- Prow and
cY and Hal, of St.
are the guest of her
3, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
They, along with Mrs.
Lice and four children of
al, Mo., and Mrs. Tom
oh of Rise, Mo., were
for dinner of Mr. and Mrs
on Wednesday.
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Coats
of,*
to School

;ood Buys!

!IC SHOP
y Sale

AY FOR *
'EC1ALS

NLY -

POLYESTER
EY COMB

DOUBLE
KNIT
. yd.
'298
NGTH
29(yd.
10' yd

/ for

10t

DAY ONLY!

5.98

pedals

!IC SHOP
On VT. 641

Your Choice

Ch
Ch 35 WKMA Madisonville
Ch
Crc 38 WKMR Morehead
Ch 21 WKMU Murray-Mayfield Ch
Ch
Ch s' WKON Owenton
Ch
Ch 22 WKPI Pikeville
Ch
Ch 29 WKSO Somerset
h

RfInkt,tici-ku PoticationAL

25 WKAS
53 WKGB
54 WCVN
23 WKZT
35 WKHA
46 WKLE
x.: WKMJ

Ashland
Bowling Green
Covington
Elizabethtown
Hazard
Lexington -Richmond
out vill

TetAPVISION

ALL TIMES ARE
MONDAY SEPT. 6
400 MISTEFtekERS' NEIGH
EASTERN DAYLIGHT
N
BORHOOD.
(R) INDICATES REPEAT
4.30 HODGEPODG LODGE.
1200. BROADCAST
5:00 SESAME STRE
(C) INDICATES
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASS- PROGRAM IS IN COLOR
Orien
•
HPritage
ROOM
tabor:
6:30 FOLK GUITAR PLUS•
Banjo G titn[ng and new
banjo chord A minor and E7
minor. Two new songs. "Pat
Woks on the Railrc,a,d- and
.
"Greenland Whalers
7:00 KNOW YOUR ANTIQUES':
Designs sf Carnival Glass are
discussed as we;1 as the factories from 0,,hich it came
tearing the tutury..and identification of Wiriri r chars
(C)
7:30 THE FRENCH CHEF: The
Spinach Taos (C.) IF2
8:00 WORLD PRESS. (Cl
9:00 MASTERPIECE THEATRE
-The First Cra,rchills Tie
Queen Commands (Cl
10:00 BOOK BEAT: 'A 'Man'.
".
World, A Woman's Place- by
Elizabeth. Janeway (C)
10:30 PANMED. f rhe301
•
professinnals
TUESDAY, SEPT 7
4:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD.
4:30 HODGEPODGE LODGE.
5:00 .SESAME STREET .201.
For children (I,
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASS.
ROOM: Ripples Orientation I
examines the psychology of
6:30 MAKING THINGS GROW: violence (C)
Horticultural Presents Un 9:06 THIRTY MINUTES WITH
likely objects combined wi,h
(Cl
imagination can
becorno 9:30 ARTISTS IN AMERICA:
lovely gifts for 'fiends
The story of Mary Pritchard s
7:00 DESIGNING WOMEN: Work to preserve a 'part of
Designing Your Own Thing the South Pacific culture be
Copying fashions tom van fort it disappears completely
-ous sources. using a L' m (CI
bination of patterns
10:00 FANFARE: .0.z at Tan
adapting the pattern
tie
giewood Modern Jazz Quar
.signer touches (C)
let
7:30 BOOK BEAT.41:0,(C...
1)40 LAW OF Tf4E LAND. An
800 PERSPECTIVES ON VIO- information series on law for
LENCE: Dr. James D. frank the publ4c. 4C> -

23"
Automatic

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 8
400 MISTEROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
4.30 HODGEPODGE LODGE,
506 SESAME STREET .202.
tor children (C1
6:00- WINDOW TO THE CLASS
ROOMS Ripples Orientation
II (C)
6:30 KNOW YOUR ANTIQUES.
IR)
7:00 FOLK GUITAR PLUS.(RI
1:30 ARTISTS IN AMERICA.
(RI IC)
8:00 THE FRENCH CHEF:
Chocolate Cake iCI
8:30 BOB OQUIVAR I: Sr
Douglas Quintet (C/
9:00 FIRING LINE. (Cl
tEL.00 REALITIES: The three
sex education (Cl
11:60. LAW OF THE LAND.(C)
THURSDAY, SEPT. 9
4.00 Mis'YEROGERS' NEIGH.
BOR HOOD.
430 HODGEPOELGE LODGE.
5:00 SESAME SMEET .203.
For children (C)
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CL
,
ASSROOM: Ripples Orientaf1vn
III (Cl
6:30 DESIGNING WOMEN. p:
7:00 MAKING THINGS GROW
(R)
7:30 WESTERN KENTUCKY
NIVERSITY
PRESENTS
Kentucky Herita3e - Tract,
tinnal Quilting. (GI
8:00 WASHINGTON WEEK IN
REVIEW. Four Washingtor
newmen discus% the week',
newsmakihr events (Cl
8:30 NET PLAYHOUSE: The
Taking An aroused COMMIli
nity threatened by a highwa,
project provides an authentic
setting for this experimental
"docu-drama (C)
10:00 EVENING AT POPS
kis.
, Greco Nana t arca
FRIDAY, SEPT. 10
4:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGH
BOR HOOD.
*30 HODGEPODGE LODGE
5:00 SESAME .STREET ,.204.
For chtioren (C)

M910LWD

Color
$48800

It'

M911LMP

$3580°
• 18" Diagonal picture size.
• I NSTA-V I EW picture comes on
quickly -no long wit t.

18" Diagonal

a
S.
•
•
• ;Poi s,,piai,•i.

Picture

* Stand Optional At Extra Cost

BILBREY'S
210 E. Main Street

Murray, Ky.

•
Phone 753-5617
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Hospital Report
Adults lai

Worship Ser V ice
Evening worship

Red agents pose
as journalists

6-31-71
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

Itsh and Frenchaanguage teleMrs. Carol Sue Etalentine &
Editor's Nate: This is the printer services but also proBaby boy, R. 3, Murray, Mrs.
stories on the
Linda Hester & Baby Girl, second of two worldwide sub- vide governments of emergent
Cairo's
Soviet
states with receivers, printers
Kirksey.
Nerston setwert.
and other equipment. They also
DISMISSAIS
attach journalists and techBy ALAN DEAN
rucians to help establish naGaith Edwards, R. 1, Hardin,
Copley News Service
tional news agencies in Africa.
Mrs. Evelyn Brackley & Baby
UnSoviet
"Ars.
The
Murray,
—
LONDON
Olive,
A valid question asked by
Girl, 1644W.
almost American newsman Mark W.
Nancy Isbell & Baby Girl, R-2. ite and Red China use
carrying Hopkins in his recent book
Mayfield, Miss Angela Hale, 1604 identical methods in
de- -Mass Media in the Soviet UnBelmont, Murray, Mrs. Levirn out subversive activities in
utilizing ion" is whether the Russians
by
countries
Murray,
veloping
Ryan,
NcNeely, 1657
as aperational really need to operate permaMiss Dorthy Lavern Sowell, 311 news agencies
,
bases.
nent bureaus inplaces like Mali
Logan
Robert
Murray,
Ii-van,
agett5-111111-Iitat- and Sudan. Tass has 21 bureaus
Indigenous
LayVel
Mrs.
Murray,
Roller, R.7,
trained at Waseigies
in Africa, 14 in North and South
Darnell, R.1, Farmington, Mrs. been
Patrice Lumumba University America, 26 in Asia and anDoris Merrell Warren, 1632
study
on
while
Peking
or in
other 21 strung out in Europe.
Miller, Murray, Mrs. Sarah
grants are overseen by Russian
Katherine Duke,R.2, Hazel, Mrs. and Chinese agents posing as Moscow is about to open a new
agency in Spain.
Benito VanCleve, R.6, Pans, journalists
Being a Soviet government
Tenn., Mrs. Donna Cherry &
biggest scramble for
The
Baby Girl, R,1, Dover, Tenn., domination of guerrilla groups concern, Tess has strong conClayton McNeil, Hamlin. Ma- is presertly in Africa. But re- nections with the KGB secret
reErin Grogan Reed, 1002 Payne, cent everts in South America police and regftlarly files
KGB
for
destined
are
that
ports
Brown
Galore
Murray, Mrs.
have made MOSCOW and Pelting
rather
Farmer, 109 N. 12th St., Murray, focus more attention on thin chief Yuri Andropov
than the foreign news desks of
Othro White. R-2, Hazel, Billie part of the globe.
Pravda and lzvestia.
Wells, R.3, Murray, Mrs.
The Soviet news agency
The Tess correspondent in
Beatrice Lassiter, R.4, Murrayin Tess, backed by the satellite
Tanzania is known to have
Lawrence Augustus Bailey Cechoslovak agency Ceteka,
regular contact with local stuexpired!, South 4th St., Murray, and the New China News
who have studied in Mosdents
no
(exmake
only
Patterson
Agency not
Miss Kathleen
then gone to North
and
cow
Engpired), 206 S. 15th St., Murray. charge for receiving their
Korean training camps for
insurgents. The North Korean
Embassy in Tanzania has also
provided courses for dissidents
from other African countries,
including Kenya, Cameroon
and Burundi. Tass has men in
all three countries.
African students are also on
the mailing list for a Soviet-fiOffice Hours By Appointment
nanced publication. Tricontinental, from Cuba, which is
Monday-Friday: 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
used to stir up recruits for rebel
On Call 24 Hours
Saturday: 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
movements such as the
753-9909 or 753-9960
Mozambique Frelimo and
Eritrean Liberation Front
ELF ) in Ethiopia. The magazinegecently lauded six terrorist acts by the Iciab section of
the Eritrean terrorist organization. lqab, which is known as
the -punishment branch" of
the ELF. carries out commando raids and attempts skyiaciungs.
The New China News Agency. which has 13 bureaus in
Africa, 12 in Asia, 5 in the Middle East. 3 in South America
and 5 in Western Europe, has
been responsible for several
antigovernment plots in subSaharan Africa.
The agency's part in subversive activities is reflected by
the intrigues carried out by
their chief African correspondent, Kap Liang. Kao was
the prime mover in the pro-Peking coup in Zanzibar In 1964,
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
passing funds and arms to the
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
insurgents, including Sheikh
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
Abdul Rahman Muharnmed.
what to do.,They decide who is really going
known as Sheikh Babu. The
to run our operation.
Zanzibar sheikh was a former
It. a great arrangement. We end up
NCNA -correspondent" who
being owned and operated by the people
emerged as foreign minister.
who need —and use
service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
Kao was also active in Kenya
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
and was expelled from Moanhelp, medical bills, educational expenses.
uus for subversive activities.
And we know how to tailor repayment proIn tracing Chinese subvergrams to their production arid income.
in Africa through its nasion
Talk over your money needs—any seational news agency, it is necesson of the year—with a seasoned money
sary to go back as far as the
oro the man at PCA
early '60s. The NCNA corresJackson Purchase Production
pondent in Kenya at that time
was Wang Te-mmg who had
Credit Association
served as an army major ln the
Kays Keel- Office aidaeger
Korean War and later as NCNA
Phone 753-5602
305 North 4th Street
agent in
us iZhcat.ikin the
Wang wa
Br
summer of 1965 in an abortive
left-wing attempt to seize the
headquarters of the ruling Kenyan African National Union.
Within two weeks he was expelled from the country.
Since the election of a Communist regime in Chile. Peking
has announced that it will open
a news agency in Santiago
This will naturally have omi'i Footbokf with a Future" explains how you can get an
nous results. A special school
yib where your college training will pay off
It tells how you can quickly
was opened in Peking 11 years
channel your educatioo towand
ago to train Latin American
an interesting and, rewarding
COWIMUntatS er-settnerszon
career goal It gives facts
guerrilla warfare It has
about starting salaries. opportrained hundreds of recruit:
tunities for advancement and
from Colombia, Cuba. Ecuador
how our placement office can
and Peru. Pro-Peking groups
help you
are currentl.i active in Brazil.
Peru. Colombia and Bolivia
Many college transfers from
liberal arts courses have taken
our job-oriented training and
have been placed promptly in
choice office positions.

DR. D. CHRIS EMMERT

Emmanuel
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
West
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
First Bs
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Spring C
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
North
Morning worship
Evening Worship

Auto Loading Carbine Style
Model 75

•

SHOT GUN
Designed specifically to give
unfailing and long lasting performance. Added safety factors
include top-lever, break-open
design plus exposed hammer.
Gun is 28% inches long, has full
choke. An excellent buy.

rareers.
Id like a free copy of your booklet shout Office
Inc those who have a college background

List Price 34.95

HUNTING COAT
Every hunter needs this
hisavy-duty 2-ply army
duck coot that's water repellent and has rubberized
game pockets. Has 12 elastic shell carriers and license
pocket under collar.

66
13

Worship

First Chr
Services

m
Murray Ch
Worship Services 10:

Compare
at 12.95

CLIFF()
FEDERAL Gam. Load..

WTI
OTIG NG PANTS SHOTGUN SHELLS
TID WELL P
CO

Same material as coat with
four large hanging front
pockets rubberized front
and seat

Low brass paper
shells loaded for top
performance 12s,
bs and 20s

STANDARD

1710

The

LIMIT
FIVE
BOXES

Coleman 2-BURNER STOVE or 2-MANTLE LANTERN
A choice of the world's best-known lantern
( Model 220F195) or Coleman's exclusive
stainless steel flarid-A-Blv Model 425E499
Stove.

Compare at 14 95 Each

Massey- Fergu
Industrial Ro

Ambassador- Horn
Top Qu
VI%

POintS

Outers Rifle or
Shotgun Cleaning IKIt
Sots

...dude glues-seti“se
Gasns1.<14
alktrywnven rod
tl•enin9 volverit gun ed
pens
brifiqta 1s,á beush
lef tolv•nr end cleonv

COLEMAN

Shotgun Shell

BELTS
Heavy 2-inch web
belt with 25 elastic
loops f6r 12, 16 or
20 gauge shells.

Palac
Five Points

JUGS
344

Phone 753-8777

Take Yi
To C
Don't

1111 Motor:
Cain 8 T

Model
II 73C521

Protect your gun's
finieh with thiS durable vinyl cover.

Summon/in

403 Maple St.

stoic.: Tracto

2 lbs of InSulOn 100 a sof
°al_ extra warm poiyester
Solid green poplin
filling
warm -flannel
cave, S011
Isrtng FinIsh sae 33- s 75'
Other features .ncisaa a
headtlap carrying cese mth
,„.peiing handles

Your
Choice

main MO

Compare at
3.00 or more

Hunting vest and game carrier has two large cargo
pockets and ripper detachable game pocket of heavy
rubberized cotton and 24 all
gauge elastic shell loops.

GUN CASE

in oseirwry of
EDUARD BENES
Isas . 1948
Crwhesisivakkan Statesmen
Friseisin Minister • Presidmit
Founder of the Lude Lwow

Cherry C
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Two tone vinyl of scuff-proof leather grain, deep,
soft pile lined, double padding. Full opening zipper
and handle.

Vinyl

here and mail

GUN CASE

Men's Standard Field

Who Are Not Going Back ...
Ask for this free booklet

tot

Memorial
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
New mi. cam*
Morning Worship
Evening Worshi

Zipper

12 - 20 - 410

COLLEGE TRANSFERS

2)8 North 5th 443-4270 Poducoh, Ky

Single-piece walnut finish hardwood stock. and
pistol grip plus Monte Carlo stock sling
swivel and western style barrel. Tube magazine
feeds nine long rifle cartridges. Plus Glenfield
Model 200 4 x 15 mm scope.

-popular

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.

Droughon's Business College

22-CALIBRE RIFLE
With Scope

Ph.

Moil This Coupon or Phone Today

Grace B
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Jas D

Freed Co
Healing Sheet
Mb al ChrsIni

Compare at 3.95
Deluxe one-gallon snow-lit* tug
with flip-top
con.

.t
r r
For Coleman heaters, tamp
stoves, lanterns. Blended
for trouble-free operation. Reg 1 22 a gallon.

USE YOUR BANK CREDIT CARD!

Bel Air Shopping Center
* Acres of Free Packing *

Boone's I
The Cleaner Tb

Randy Thor
fr Ceriditlening-Heat

Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Store Hours: 3-9

Service T
802 Chestnut
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Baptist

Nazarene
Murray Church
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship Service
Ilam
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
7p m

SiK.,J4 Grove
Worship Service
11.00 a.m
Evening worship
7 30p m
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
Ham
Evening Worship
7 30n m

s*

West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Pentecostal

11 a.m.
6 30p.m.

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10:4S a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.

4

9 P.M.

Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening WOrship

Ita.m
I p m.

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

114.m
7p.m.

Sinking Wings
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
730p.m.
Haul Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
630p.m.
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m
Blood River
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Kirksey
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

lla.m.
7:30 pm

•

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening worship
4:30P.rn•
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Eveni,ng Worship 6.30 P.m.
Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.

97
List Price 6.95

lla.m.
7p.m.

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
.
Evening Worship

11 a m
7 p m.

Brooks Chapel United
Worship services at 930 a.m. let
L 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Sunday, 11. 6 p.m 4th Sunday
Bethel United
Worship Services .11/1---11-41._cn. 1st
and 4th SundayS, O;9111 p.m. 2nd
Sunday, 8. 9 30 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Independence United
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st S.
3rd Sundays. 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
9730 a.m 4th Sunday
Kirksey Unites!
-Morning Worship
11 00 a .rn
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
Coldwater United
Church School
10 00
Worship Service
11.00

10 a.m.
MOrnino Worship
11: cr.m.
Sunday School
First Methodist
Worship
8 45 8. 10 50 a.m.
Russells Chapel United
Sunday School
10 a.m
11 a m

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a m 1st 8.
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service Cl 9:45 a.m 151
Sundays,
8. 3rd
11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sunday
Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a m 2nd
Sunday, 10:45 a.m 4th Sunday

Christian
First Christian
Worship services
10.30 a.m
m

Methodist

Palesfine Unite&
Worship Service 11 a rn
151
Sunday, 10 a.m 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship Service
11 a.m.
South Pleasnt Grove
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.
Good Shepherd United
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service
10 30 a m
Sunday School

Morning Worship

Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
II a.m.
Evening Worship
7:15 p.m.

6 LOAD

United, 310 Irvan Ave.
Sunday School
10 a.m
Evening Worship
7p.m
United, New Concord
Sunday Schaal
10 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunda y School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
11 a m., 7:30
pm
First Assembly Of God
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11 00

7

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 630 p.m.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday

Murray Christian
Worship ServiCeS 10:4441.m., 7p.m.
CT s,,tts

New Providence
Morning Worship
I a.m
Evening Worship
6 30 p.m.
University
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

2
2
a

2
2

2
2
2

L

abor Day--the day we celebrate how
hard we work by not working at all.
Our forefathers would have thought this
a luxurious idea, for their only respite
came when the sun went down. Only then
could they hang up their hat, coat and breeches
and sit down to rest. They knew nothing of
paid vacations, weekends off, overtime,
retirement, or other benefits we take for grantad.

2
2

St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a m., 11 a.m., 4:30
m
Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science
Worship Service
11a m.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower
10 30a m.
9 30a m.
Bible Lecture

2
2

5
2

Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services lla m ,7pm

Labor Day must surely,seem facetious to
the unemployed. We fuss and gripe about having
to get up each morning, but we should be thankful
that we have something to get up for.

I et
a

St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10 15 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:15.a.m
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School
9 15a m
Morning Worship
10 30 a

2

Seventh Day Adventist
10 00 am.
Sabbath School
9 30 a.m.
Worship Service

An in
i
LLLIAiL

II

I L

Amidst the holiday fun, laboring people
should give thanks for the good things
this country has given her workers
and resolve to help her correct
her inadequacies.

2
2

i n Your future

a

v.
I.
u
1
.
c.
I
L 1.' . 1.1

41', i

..„

a

.

Li

This Page Sponsored Through The Courtesy of the Following Businesses
:
paints

Local Churches
elcome Visitors

III1N1NCRESTER PRINTING SERVICE
The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing

a

I

i hill 10

-Fir where yaw treasur is there 0011 your heart be
aka"

Dunn

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

Appliance

COMMERCIAL

Sales and Service
Admiral - Tappan - Whirionni
118 South 12th
Phone 753 3037

W

403 Menlo St. -:- Murray, Kentucky

TV &

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy. 64 at Aurora
Phone 474-2202

greSIDENTIAL
Buildings

621 So. 4th

FIVE

Take Your Children
To Church . . .
Don't Send Them

FERN

88

;6IV

Ph 753-3083

she Meier
Ns ruesseo

BOXES

140,11•1111

Labor

2

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10 a m

Benjamin

LIMIT

PAIKAIMILIPIRIOMPOOPAPA PA PAMPA CO PA PA PA Pfill PJOIKKPAP.*

2

Other
Denominations

11 I

Moore
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PA PAMPA am

2

10 30 a.m
6.00 p.m

Liberty Cumberland
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
North Plesant Grove
Sunday School
• 10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Oak Grove
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a.m.,7p.m.
Mount Plesant
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
7p.m.
Evening Worship
• First Presbyterian
Church School
930 a.m.
Worship Service
113 . 45 a.m.

Five Points

1210 Main
all111111INIMININNIIMIr

ail PIO PA Pfil PIO Pa MMUSIPA Pffil VA PA PAMPA

Presbyterian

Free pick-up &delivers,
We fivIP 5£ H Green Stamps

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING

Nll KRAY, KENTUCKY

2

Green Plain
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening worship
7 p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship
10:93 a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.
Union Grove
Morning Worship
1050 a.m
Evening Worship
630pm
Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service
10 lOa,m
Evening Service
6 p.m.
New Concord
Morning Service
10 SO am.
Evening Worship
7 p.m
Plesant Valley
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
6 p.m

CLIFFORD'S GULF SERVICE

;HELLS

r

Temple Hill United

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

)
ERAL

Church Of Christ

Ai TIMES

Phone 753 1875

COMpilrnents of

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Complete Banking Service • Member FDIC
500 Main
Phone 7533231
Branc h ()ince So. 12th & Story 753-665.-5—

Stokes Tractor & implement Co.__

5 Each
Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service
Industrial Road
Phone 753 1319

_Pat

Grecian

Steak

House

Corvette

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chop:. - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
VeseL, Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Checkers - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext 641
call In Orders to 7534419

first things first,
Attend Church

Attend The Church
of
Your Choice

Lanes, Inc.

Bowling At Its Bost — FineFeed
1415 Main Street

Phone 7S3

naz

Peck's Uphofsfetry & Fabric Shop K-N
ICT
IAT
IPA
TP1 I

1349

Mr a. Mrs Wm A. Jones, owners
--Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
—Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph. 7517494
606 S 4th

,
•

1\,..

.".• ks%*

Motors
Cain 8 Treas Motor Sales

Koalas Fried ekieltem

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

ayne Darnell Outboard Marine

4/i4/i
C and --Ayeamott
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Ph 753.7793

Mack and Mack

AUTHORIZED MERCURY
"It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Grain Division
OUTBOARD MOTORS DEALER
Ambassador. Hornet- Matador- Gremlin JeepFib
Your Johnson Motors Dealer
e
r
g
l
ass
Try Our Cielicious Beef and Ham SandwichS
& Alumnium Boat Repairs
Holmes Ellis. Weit:AV. 00.1.11id, Supt.
Soles, Parts, Service - Complete Seating Supplies
Top Quality Used Cars
SALES & SERVICE
Sycamore at 12th
Plume
Call In Orders 753 7101.
94 E at Murray Bait Co.
Phone 753 3734
'tirko42_1_54 6448
FiVe Points
W. End Eggner's Ferry, Use.
Ph 474 2344
Aurora

ni

. Rifle or
:leaning Kit

C

-.-

Shirley Florist

.......:
t
I

77

sestien

iri

pens
•Ofttf.

f - 1 1),:
i

Fleawort ter All Occasions
Illenelow F.T.D.

Murray Livestock Co.

-In

Palace Drive

• COLEMAN
Five Points

FUEL

"For Alt Your _FeitiliZef Needs"
PI,,,,,,• 7.-,.3 iii,13
Mut.ra.

753-3251
__...

501 N. Ith St..
—

b

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

1-40GS BOUGHT DAILY

Phone 753 7992

99

Clopton

Div

Southside

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating - Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
Plum'. 713 4832
8th at Chestnur

Gal.

Restaurant

Fresh Ky . Lake Catfish
Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities
for Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
So Side Manor Shopping Center
753 3a92

heaters, camp

erns.

roe

Blended

Boone
s Incorporated
'

Storey
'
s Food

Giant

operation.

alt on.

The ( leaner Tha r(I Interested In You

Bel Air Shopping Center

ser
Randy Thornton Service

CO.

Alr Conditioning-HealingeCoMMeeCial Retrideralier7
Service Through Knowledge
802 Chestnut

,

,

Phone 7538181
Mdememwmr

Trenholm's Drive-In
Nanny Penny Chicken , Pizza Spaphiettr
Free Delivery on Order/ill $2.00
or More
12th & Chestnut
Phorr.' 753 2997

.Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

.
--.1

erciB
n
alurr

Property
ialLankir
st"
R
and
Cm m
•
.,1 \1 t_1

ta'r"SelliFIn‘QId'r.4, ,t-„,,,',I
MOW 253

Your Uni Royal Tire Dealer
i kJ .. E of S 12th

Phone 753 1489

Smiles Never Go Up
In Price
Nor Down In Value
Claude Vaughn
- Plumbing, HealiPS and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Pesidenfial — Sales & Service
Repars A 1,-,,,iii...tion —Gas & Sew•r
501

N. 4th

.1'1,— ,..

....

SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY
COUNTY SINCE 1950
--7 way Business Radio Installation & Service
--aercgron SatPs & ServIelt—
Chestnut St
Dixieland Center
Ph. 753-5191

Co-Oporativo Corp.
,

Phone 751 50I2-

lot A Mental And Spiritual Tonic-Try Going To Church.

,

Carroll Tire Service

1105 Pogue

Bob's TV Service

West Kentucky Rural Electric

A Choice Selection of
Relishes
Salads
Meals
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Serv,re - Open
Sundays
kiwy 641 '...,,rr--- -Plume
751 2700

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. - Ph. 7534334

Wm, E. Dodson. Owner
Jas D

IP Colonial House Smorgasbord

733-6168

CM Rudy Lovett

641

Super Shell

Free Pick-Up and Delivery
Open a :1110 a.m. - Close 12:00 p.m.
Fvuith 12th Street - Phone 753 9131

Susie
'
s Cafe

DISTRIBUTOR OF GULF PRODUCTS
Tires—Batteries—Accessories

South 2nd St

Murray

eh. 70-3571

Ward-Elkins

Nation,i1 lintel Build,ng

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

rICA Victor • Frigidaire - Maytag
Phone 753-1, 13
403 Maple

Jobbers of Shell Oil Products
M...r.iy ani: M.iy'.• d

EiFERI
marmots
.
"' r

Complete Auto Repair
GEORGE DO wOY OWNER
'

1
11".“
103 N 7th

Ph 753-lie.

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
Serving Farm Families Since HU
Industrial Road
Phene 753 2924

10,

KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY,
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Tex" Watson Admits Stabbing 6
Person's While In Manson Family

'Library Card
Week' Planned
For Next Week

Bill Holt

111.1••
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I'?AGE NINE

Early Test Is Seen In Court On Freeze
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IDAY—SEPTEMBER 3, 1971

IN ANTONIO—Airman Gary
don, son of Mr. and Mrs.
rite K. Mott, 314 S. 135th St.,
iray, Ky., has completed
C training at Lackland AFB,
He has been assigned to
mute AFB, 111., for training in
missile • electronics field.
man Mott is a 1971 graduate of
ray High School.

As we think and learn more about God, it is anticipated that
we shall have a stronger faith in Him, a greater love for Him,
and a fuller commitment to the doing of His will and work.

While in hiding somewhere beyond Jordan, and pursued by
those who were thirsting for his blood, the Psalmist was in deep
sorrow because he had been cut off from fellowship with God in
public worship. In his distress he longed for the privilege of
having communion with God in the temple. His heart cried out
for the opportunity of being there before the living God, unbosoming his burden and obtaining peace. He felt that he could
not go on without help. He turned to the One Whom he believed
could do for him what the water brook could do for the deer, and
far more.
The Psalmist had frequently seen a deer with open mouth and
heaving flanks eagerly seeking water in dried-up brooks. For
the deer the brook was a great luxury, but it was far more. It
was an absolute necessity. Just as the deer was dependent Upon
the water brooks, and as man's physical nature is dependent
upon food and drink, so the soul of man is dependent upon the
living God. There is no getting along as one should without God.
Noboday can have complete satisfaction apart from God. As
Augustine said, "Thou hast made us for Thyself, and the heart
of man is restless until it finds rest in Thee." How wonderful
that we can trust, love,commune with, worship, serve, and obey
God!

mon proclaims
)ecial events
SAN CLEMENTE, CAL
1P I ): President Nixon
s designated Sept. 17 as
lizen,ship Day and Sept.
.30 as Constitution Week
commemorate the sign.
of the United States
institution in 1787.
Nixon said the meaning
the spirit of the Constilion has been dramaticalrenewed this year with
E. passage of the 26th
nendment, granting vot; rights to those from 18
21 years of age.
I OPPOSES MERGER
ASHINGTON (UPI) —The
1
Aeronautics Board's
E..au of Operating Rights has
)unced its opposition to the
rosed merger of American
Western Airlines.
ie Justice Department also
announced its opposition to
merger, which the CAB
t now rule. The TransportsDepartment, however, lathe merger.

LIA/41S TRADED

OOMINGTON,
Minn
)—The Minnesota Twins
nesday traded veteran reitcher Stan Williams to the
Louis Cardinals for cash
two players to be named

SPIEDINI or sandwiches on a skewer are mito with
breadcrumb-eoated --edand and Mozzarella cheese They're served with canned tomato -herb
sauce and a sprinkling of cheese.
!
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Novel Recipes ,For Casual -Entertaining

Ily JOAN O'SULLIVAN
AFTER A summer season
,of casual entertaining with
outdoor barbecues, it's time to
move back indoors again—but
this needn't mean that entertaining has to be formal. You
can still be casual when it
comes to refreshments.
For a. group of eight, for
example, make Beef Tomato
Pinwheels. Delicious, colorful
and easy to prepare, each pinwheel is a beef - rice mixture
placed in the center of packaged crescent dough mix. For
flavor, it is sparked with
canned tomato paste, American cheese, onion and Worcestershire sauce.
Another conversation piece
Is Spiedini or Italian sandches on a skewer. The

breadcrurnb coated salami and
Mozzarella cheese "sandwiches" are served with
canned tomato herb sauce,
which features such good ingredients as Romano cheese,
garlic, onions, herbs and
spices.
SPIEDINI
8 ounces unallced salami,
cut into s4 -inch cubes
8 ounces unsliced Mozzarella cheese, cut into
$4-inch cubes
($4-inch) thick slices
Italian or French bread,
cut into %-inch cubes
eggs, beaten
cup milk
teaspoon salt
teaspoon paprika
cup dry bread crumbs
Vegetable oil
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BEEF-RICE mixture and packaged crescent roll dough
combine for novel, easy-to-prepare Beef Tomato Pinwheels.

emery board—stroking in
one direction
Touch up
krucks and soothe roughened skin by dipping the
finger tips in witch hazel.

(15-ounce) can tomato
herb sauce
cup dry red wine or
water
teaspoon onion salt
teaspoon garlic powder
Grated Parmesan
cheese (optional).
Alternately thread salami,
cheese and bread cubes on 10
(6-inch) metal skewers.
Mix eggs, milk, salt and
paprika together. Dip each
skewer into egg mixture, then
roll in bread crumbs.
Fry 2 or 3 at a time in hot
1-inch deep vegetable oil in
large skillet until golden
brown on all sides, using tongs
to turn skewers.
Heat together in saucepan
tomato sauce, wine, onion salt
and garlic powder.
Serve sauce over skewers.
Pass Parmesan cheese if desired
Makes 5 servings, 2 skewers
each.
BEEF TOMATO
PINWHEELS
pound ground lean beef
cup chopped onion
(6-ounce) can tomato
paste
cup water
tablespoon Worcestershire sauce
1 cup cooked rice
2 teaspoons salt
teaspoon pepper
1 egg
1,42 cup shredded process
American cheese
1 (8-ounce) package refrigerated crescent
dinner rolls
14 cup red wine or water
In skillet brown beef with
onion, drain fat.
Mix together tomato paste,
Water and Worcestershire and
combine % cup of this with
beef mixture, rice, salt, pepper, egg and cheese.
Unroll crescent roll dough;
Separate into 4 sections. Cut
each section in half; roll each
half to form a 6-inch square.
Place squares on greased
cookie sheet and place 142 cup
beef-rice mixture in center of
each. Slash dough at corners
toward center. Bring alternate
points together over top of
meat to form pinwheel, pressing together in center to seal.
Bake at 375°F. 15 to 20
minutes or until golden brown.
Add wine to remaining tomato paste mixture; heat. Servo
over baked pinwheels.
Serves 8.

Tired of Your Own Cooking?
COMETO

HAZEL CAFE
and Try Our
—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
—.Country Hams and Steaks
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.,7 days a week
— J.C. GALLIMORE —

ASHLAND (UPD: Over
100 students in Ashland
are apparently "all dressed
up with no place to go"
controversial
new
A
dress code passed recently
by the school board has
both students and parents
U p in arms and over 100
students have now been
suspended after turning up
for school in violation of
the code
THE CODE calls for
shorter hair and longer
skirts ler girls, but several
parents are questioning if a
school board can tell them
how to drPss their children
The students are going
through all possible legal
channels to get the code
revised and get back in
school About ZS signed letters Tuesday • asking for
reinstatement to Paul G
Blazer High School. but
School Supt. Edward W.
Mathit said they would
have to abide by the code
first

By United Press latenuitional
LOS ANGELES — Charles
"Tex" Watson, accused in the
Tate-LaBianca killings, testifying about cult leader Charles
Manson's instructions:
"Charlie told me to go to the
place where Terry Melcher
used to live and kill everybody
in the place. He told me to
make it as gruesome as
possible."
WASHINGTON—Defense Secretary Melvin Laird, on a goal
he would like to see reached by
the time he leaves office in
1973:
"We will be at peace and no
American is being shot at, any
place in the world, or shooting,
any place in the world .., the
secretary of defense should be
judged on that."

SAN CLEMENTE--Praaklat
VIRGINIA WADE HURT
oroken left ankle.
NEW YORK (UPI) —En- Miss Wade sustained the Nixon, in his message
gland's Virginia Wade was Injury in the middle of her Congress, regarding a in..
forced to withdraw Monday match Saturday with Winnie month postponement of governfrom the US. Open Tennis Shaw in the Eastern Open ment pay raises, setting an
championships starting Wednes- Tennis Championships at South example for industry and labor:
"I place full reliance on the
day at Forest Hills because of a Orange, N.J.
willingness of federal employes
along with their fellow Americans, to make whatever tern
0000
OMAR
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IMMO @MOO
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Man's
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MO 13030 WOMB ocountry as a whole."
Parent
(colloq.)

Instrument
Semi-precious

Denial of the existence of God may be either theoretical or
practical. It is theoretical when one affirms that no such Being
exists, but it is practical when one admits His existence and then
acts as though He does not exist. One who denies the existence
)f God claims to know everything. Otherwise, the one thing he
know
may
there
be that
not
does
a
is
God. Those who are foolish enough to affirm that "there is no
God" also prove their folly by their corrupt lives and
abominable deeds. To deny the fact that there is a God does not
obliterate the fact, but it does prove the ignorance and folly of
the one who makes the assertion that there is not a God.
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When serious opposition arose to the preaching of Paul in
Berea, some noble Christian brethren escorted the Apostle to
Athens, the capital of GI eeee. Philosophers of various schools of
thought, and teachers of all kinds of knowledge had resorted
thither.
While awaiting the arrival of his two missionary companions,

Bone
Babylonian
deity

Pianissimo

Paid notice

It is a great inspiration and comfort to know that God is
Present everywhere. The Psalmist informs us that it is impossible to escape from Him, regardless of how hard one ma)
try to do so. iinsteaa Os attemping to nee trom His presence, one
should live in such a manner as to be able to rejoice at the
glorious privilege of being in His presence and complying with
His wishes. Many have sought to flee from God's, presence, but
none have ever succeeded in the attempt
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"AN EXCESS profits
a lousy tax," W. Gardner
Ackley, Council of Economic Advisers chairman
during the Johnson administration, told the HouseSenate Joint Economic
Committee in this appearance in Washington. "Profits will, and ought to, rise
because they have been depressed," he said.

JOE COL ALiilke5 5PENO5
TI-IE FIRST TI40 WEEKS AT
COLLEGE SAILING HIS FRiSBEE
WASHINGTON (U P
The State Department has
started an investigation of
the death of an American
foreign service efficer and
the apparent mental collapse of another in Equatorial Guinea.
Department
State
spokesmen said U. S. diplo- ..
mats found the body
Donald J. Leahy, 47, at the
American chancery in Santa Isabel, Equatorial Guinea's island capital off the
coast of West Africa, when
they went to investigate
after receiving confusing
reports.

or

Also found in the (Thancery was another ,Ameftean
official. Alfred J. ErdoS, 46,
who was described as "incapacitated and apparently
suffering from a mental
breakdown."

Build up the manicure with
five coats of polish, lightly
and evenly applied. Keep
cuticle soft with regular
cream massage.

Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

Silas and Timothy, Paul made a tour of observation throuth
the
city. He was shocked by the multiplicity of gods which were
in
evidence in the homes, on the streets, in the parts, in the temples, and in the magnificent Acropolis. The city was stocked
with more than 30,000 man-made gods. This fact
caused
Petronius to start the witticism that it was easier to find a god
than a man in Athens.
Heartsick on account of what he had seen, and stirred with
abhorrence that this great center of culture was given to
idolatry, Paul set himself to the task of exposing the emptiness
A their idol worship and the worthlessness of their numeroie
altars. The obvious needs of the people constituted a
challenge
to him. They certainly needed the Christ Whom he knew,
loved,
and served. Paul did not hesitate to declare God's truth
to those
who did not worship Him.
In the midst of the multitudinous array of gods the
Athenians
had erected an altar and placed on it the inscription,
"To the
Unknown God." Their intention was to include any god
who
might have been overlooked, lest such a god should be
offended.
Instantly Paul recognized that the people of that city needed
Christ more than anybody or anything. Paul began
his
memorable sermon on Mar's Hill by commending the people for
their religiousness, a distinction of which they were
naturally
proud. He considered it a privilege to preach to them about
this
"Unknown God" for Whom they were really longing, although
they may not have been aware of it, and Whom Paul knew
quite
well. He declared unto them that Christ Jesus was the
Saviour,
and that He could satisfy every need of their lives.
Dr. A.T.
Robertson described Paul's sermon as "a masterpiece
of real
eloquence on the greatest of themes."

The men made up_a twoman mission in Santa Isabel, Lewis Holfacker. who
serves as U. S. ambassador
to both Cameroon and
Equatoritl Guinet, was in
the United States at the.1
time.

Ruble devalued

I

MOSCOW (UPI): The
Soviet Union today_ devalued the ruble in relation to all major foreign
currencies except the
American dollar and the
French franc.
The change had the effect of reducing the value of U.S. dollars and
French francs inside the
Soviet Union in relation
to other currencies.
However, the ruble is
not a-"hard" or convertible currency and the
change will have no,. direct affect on the Western monetary situation:
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Burger court believed
charting new direction

into iu.ngle war
By B.STEINER
Copley News Service

husband badly wounded, she
wails like a tormented animal.
When the fighting is over, she
accompanies him to the hospital in Phnom Penh.
Wounded soldiers lie waiting.
When his turn comes she
tries to foHow him into the
operating room, but is told to
stay outside.
For three weeks she sleeps,
with many other women, on the
cold, bare hallway of the hospital. Several children sleep on
rags underneath their father's
beds. During ,the-day she assists the wouncred. Some of
them, paralyzed, cry when being fed. The less severely
wounded are transferred from
the overcrowded Monivong
Hospital to several schools,
now makeshift hospitals.
Back in the field, she cooks,
and when necessary arms
mortar rounds and loads rifle
magazines. But most of the
time she remembers her children, whose bodies were never
found when the fighting was
over.She remembers the farnk.
now destroyed. and the VietRaines.,--those -bated Vietnamese, who killed her two
children.
She doesn't kno* if it was the
North or the faith Vieinamese.
She doesn't care. She just
wishes for all foreigners to
leave her country
She doesn't know what would
happen if her husband were to
get killed, she doesn't want to
talk about it.
The road is endless. She is
t red

more than 600 men 'and women delayed longer after arrest,
Editor's Note: A "great
spend years facing execution
concern for individual liberty" waiting for final decisions in and extend longer, than in
almost any other sylltem," he
— in the words of U. S. Chief
their cases.
said in a speech at Ripon
Justice Warren E. Burger — is
"They are in a state of College in Wisconsin. "Accused
inherent in America. But the
limbo," said Associate Warden persons are afforded more
way justice is administered is
James Park of California's Sari appeals and retrials, and more
admittedly slow, uncertain and
Quentin prison, where 94 men procedural protections — such
clouded with legal consentenced to die wait to find out as the exclusion and suptradictions. This is the first of
whether they will have to go to pression of reliable evidence,
two articles on decisions now
the gas chamber. "None say and the dismissal of cases for
being made on the means and
they believe the death penalty irregularities in the arrests or
the ends of law in America, and
will be abolished; they spend searches — than under any
a change in direction under
their lives in tedium, hoping other systems."
Burger.
either to have their convictions
Still, the thrust of the Burger
reversed or the penalty
By PAUL CORCORAN
court is toward streamlining
reduced to life."
Copley News Service
Flynn charges that the courts due process and the judicial
— particularly the U. S. system rather than restricting
From the instant that a Supreme Court — have individual rights.
person isarrested until his case
overreacted to the fear
is settled — if ever — he is engendered by the rise in crime
Burger put the issue squarely
subject to an octopus-like
and have deemphasized the before the nation's attorneys in
American legal system which emphasis on individual rights an August, 1970, address on
can bend over backwards to
which was the hallmark of the "The state of the federal
protect his rights, or fall on its
judiciary."
Warren court.
face without achieving justice.
- "The emphasis is on solving
"With Increasing urgency,
"In the supermarket age,"
erime and bringing criminals my distinguished predecessors
WANTED: 1,004 PURPLE MARTINS—James Schacht thinks this purple marrac-bird
said U. S. Chief Justice Warren
for
regard
less
with
justice
to
house he built in Kenosha, Wis., it the-world's largest It has 502 6x6-inch rooms
from Chief Justices Taft and
E.'Burger, "we are with few
the manner in which it is ac- Hughes to Chief Justice Earl
and is 4 feet wide, 4 feet high and 8 feetinnr
exceptions operating the courts
complished. In other words," Warren have
pressed (changes
with cracker-barrel, cornerhe said, "if you have to and improvements in the
grocery methods and equipsacrifice a few individual judicial system) vigorously,"
ment, vintage 1900."
rights, the end does justify the he said. "But today — today
the
of
Within
a
context
foland
She is a soldier's wife
means."
place this burden squarely on
national
tradition
of
"great
lows her husband, like so many
But Justice Burger and you, the leaders of the legal
By ARMY ARCIIERD
for
individual
concern
liberty,"
other Cambodian women with
Central Press Association
Burger urges reforms that Traynor argue that no matter profession, and on all judges. If
Correspondent
so place to go, into war.
how you look at it, refca-ms are the 144,000 lawyers in the 1,700
would speed up criminal trials
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A total of 43 Chrysler
By JACK WOLISTON
on top of her. She hears someappeals and court motions.
NEW YORK (UPI) — The fiberglass and aluminum boats
me moaning, raises her head
In the past, the courts often
marine industry, like its auto- are offered for 1972, including
and looks for her husband.
crawled before they acted at all
mobile counterpart, has begun 40 models in outboard and
Nobody is in sight.
as the state legislatures passed
inboard-outdrive versions and
Slowly she crawls toward the to unveil its 1972 models.
law upon law of questionable
Among the first to an- three sailboats ranging from 15
moaning soldier. On seeing her
constitutionality.'Now there is
nounce its line for next year is to 18 feet.
ANIMEMINIIMINIV Chrysler Corporation's Marine
an increasing demand for
There are four all-new modchange from lawyers and from
HOME" Products Division, manufact- els — a 15-foot day sailer and
government agencies unurers of fiberglass and alum- three runabouts, two 15certain where they stand.
inum boats and marine engines, footers and a 16-footer.
The Murray Christian Church which has been meeting in
But not all lawyers are sure
IS NO
both outboard and inboard.
the Woodman of the World Hall, will be meeting at 1506
of the direction in which we are
The new 15-foot day sailer,_
To its line of outboard
Chestnut St. Our new location will provide us with ample
heading, nor if the Burger court
engines for 1972, Chrysler has the Mutineer, carries 145
worship area and Bible School classrooms.
MATTER...
course.
right
the
on
is
added two new high perform- square feet of dacron sail on a
This will be the permanent location of our Murray
are
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say
"I can honestly
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Fellowship of Murray State University.
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power racing engine that has for four in the cockpit. The
But the Welcome Wagon
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direction
different
a
in
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with
together
the highest horsepower rating Mutineer,
hostess can make 4 easier
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interview
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face!
as he poses astride a horse Truth is—he isn'tl
Church that has no earthly head except Jesus Christ. A
in the Miranda case, a landChrysler a line of 53 outboard
church that is free from any organization except that found in
For 1972, all Chrysler out- for horses.
Call
Director Sam Peckinpah also mark U. S. Supreme Court
mods ranging in power from
"They can't be trusted," he disagreed with McQueen's claim decision. It held that under the
the Word of God. We claim not to be the only Christians, but
Linda Adams
6 to the limited production board engines are equipped
we are Christians only. We believe that a man and a Church
with a recirculating crankcase Insisted. "You never know what 'of cowardice. The director, an 5th Amendment, a suspect was
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PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
— The road winds endlessly
through the green jungle. The
sun beats down unmercifully.
She is dressed in a once
colorful sarong, now faded by
the sun and too many washings.
A towel wrapped around her
head protects her from the
heat.
Danger looms in the surrounding jungle, from where
death could fly at any moment.
. Suddenly the sound of metal
striking the pavement fills the
air
Her eyes big with fear, she
takes two running steps in the
direction of shelter, a ditch
alongside the road. But almost
immediately she notices the
bundle she is carrying has become lighter. She retraces her
steps and picks up her cooking.
pot and this time ties it more
securely with the rest of her
supplies
4._Some of the soldiers smile at
hier.
.jierllusband walks over and
talkSto her for a moment, and
returns to his place in the col-
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this burden squarely on
the leaders of the legal
ion, and on all judges. If
44,000 lawyers in the 1,900
• and local bar associations
act promptly, you can
• nt a breakdown in the
of the federal courts.
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GALLON DECANTER
6_80

QUART SIZE

5 $1
_Real

Great
Buy!

SAVE '5.21
15 to sell
at this price

2 h.p.
1
3/
Briggs-Stratton
Engine

3 Only
Reg. '64
467
7.26
SAVE 51-

Reg. 2/s1
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1 power and air,
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er and air, low
sedan, power

door Hard top,
,000 miles.

H2Ids 1 Gallon

del Cars
tint!!

NTIAC
in Prices .
Ever!
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TAPE
CASE

BOUDOIR

Alligator-look finish,
Case holds 24 tapes,
30 casettes.

Reg. '7.88

$599
SAVE 5 1 89

TOILET
TISSUE
10 Roll Pkg.

Reg. 88'

68;
SAVE 20'
Limit 2

:••

LAMP
SHADES

Free Goldfish

Pastel Colors

adult Monday!

Reg. 99'

to any child
accompanied by an

— ASSORTED -

SUMMER MERCHANDISE

.33,p -44;

SAVE 47`122,

RIPPLETTE

Lintl

Reg.-97'

STEREO

.4

Heavy Duty Plastic - Snap-On Top

004
'I

Limit 4

BEDSPREAD BED
BATH
Chenille in
PILLOWS
TOWELS
lovely ripple
Foam Filled
Stripes and
solids in
soft, thirsty
terry.

Reg. 66'

43;
SAVE iV
Limit 4

pattern.
Pink only.

Non-Allergenic

Reg. 99'
Reg. '2.88
$

1 76

• SAVE 1:12

68;
SAVE 31c
Limit 2.
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

HEAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Horne of
"ALL YOU

a

a
a

CAN EAT"

a

235

For A College Professor

You can

"Family
Headquarters"
bring children under 6 and

1

• Garbage Disposal

• Ceramic Tile Bath

• Concrete Driveway

charge if they eat perch or catfish.

"Bring The Family
Together At The Kitchen"

(Captain'5 Rittben

----o-httly- Landscaped

Rentals

Closed Mondays

New 3 Bedroom Houses

Murray,

Hwy 641 N
..a

1304

Olive. 13 Bedrooms, 7 Baths, on the Boulevard.
$55,000, will consider trade.

!
L 0K!
One Won't Last Long

1103 Mulberry. 3 Bedroom, 1 Bath, Family Room,
Playroom, Large Kitchen with Dishwasher.

Full

Price - $16,500.

Value!-Value! =Value!

• Stove & Hood

• 3 Bedrooms

Phone 753-3145, if no answer Phone 153-2663

Ky.

II•

Business 8
Investment

MODERN DAIRY QUEEN STORE

in Marion, Ky.

np•

Low down payment. Ideal for young couple.

Belmonte. ;17,500.

4
1
1
4
6

ANTIQUES. Round oak table,
store counter, display case,
bed,
4
tuning,
poster
Maple
SOLa)
NEW
rebuilt,
USED,
PIANO,
• Garbage Disposal
• Wall-to-Wall Carpet
maple bentwood cradle, walnut
repairing. Jetton & Dyer Piano complete with box sprirfigs and writing
box. Assorted glass,
Cuba Road, foam rubber mattress. $85.00
• Concrete Driveway' Sales & Service,
silver and wood pieces. Phone
• Ceramic Tile Bath
white
15x15
900
Four
Saturday
complete.
and
Evening
Mayfield.
S7C
753-7664.
TFC wall tires,$20.00. Phone 753phone 247-8522.
S3C,
2700.
• Fully Landscaped
PORTABLE ZIG-ZAG sewing
RESTAURANT HOT Point
machine. Polaroid camera and
electric
Point
Hot
grill.
electric
BRACE YOURSELF for a thrill accessories. Camping cooler
A-1,
14"x15"
grill, model 101,
the first time you use Blue Lustre
animal cages. Phone 753$85.00. 250 lb. G.E. ice machine, to clean rugs. Rent electric and two
S7C
7664.
Phone
$300.00.
condition.
good
S4C
shampooer $1.00, Big K.
S3C
753-2700.

NEW ... 3 bedroom, wall-to-wall carpet, 1501

OVER

BIG •461•10

YOUR CHOICE

Large
401ZRES of wooded, toiling hills.

1/4

mile

from city limits. Ideal for subdivision.

MOBILE HOMES

BAYWOOD VISTA . . . Lake Lot
For Sudden Service On All Types of Real Estate,
Like It

SALE

can TOWN & COUNTRY
REAL ESTATE

SMALL FARM; good location:
SPLIT
LEVEL home in
business or future investment
Shores.
Panorama
Four
One mile East Murray, apbedrooms all carpeted; den with
proximately 10 acres pasture.
fire-place; one block from water.
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
Large lot. Priced reasonable.
modern.
Cozy older 7 room house,
Shown by appointment only.
For appointment call 753S3NC
TFC Phone 436-5830.
4147

- 753-3616

Broker

JESSE SPENCER

SERVICES OFFERED

GARAGE SALE; Labor day
only. Lots of goodies; two study
tables; men's suits, 42 and 43;
ladies dresses, size 16. I,ot of
other items too numerous to
mention. 1111 Circarama
54C
Drive.
TREAT RUGS right, they'll be a
delight if cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent new electric
shampooer $1. Western Auto,
Home of '"The Wishing
S4C
Well.".

cA(4tt
4:42rus.4

TIRPAITIS
rat Yo‘ir Home

INKINS MOBILE HOMES
IN

101

SUBDIVISION

RFD 1, HARDIN, KY. 42048

UCKY LAKE
KENT
5 MI. WEST KEN-LAKF,STATE PARK

Protect Your Home! 1

ON KENTUCKY 80

LAKESIDE LOTS FOR SALE

Do not be

REASONABLY PRICED-BANK FINANCING
DISPLAY HOMES OPEN FOR OSPECTION
APPROVED WATER SYSTEM-3000 FT AIRPORT
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL

deceived! Termites work 24 hours
Winter and Summer

a day the year round .

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

18'SEI,F Contained camping TROMBONE, CHROME, in
lots of extras. excellent condition. Signet, made
trailer with
S3P by Selmer. Price $125.00. Phone
$1495.00 Phone 436-2475.
S8P
753-2253.
14'STARCRAFT fishing boat and
trailer, like new. $125.00. Phone USED SELMER Clarinet, exS7P cellent condition. Phone 753492,6777.
S4C
2789.

Kelley's Termite

CLYDE WILSON

and

303 SOUTH MAIN, SIKESTON, MISSOURI, 63801
PHONE-AREA CODE 3l4) 471-1348 or 471-1716

Pest Control

1

WILL KEEP elderly woman
private home near Murray.
Room and board reasonable.
S3P
Phone 753-6895.

FURNITURE REFINISIIINC,
All work guaranteed. Free pickup and delivery. Free eitimate
Aritlqbe or natural finish Jerrj
McCoy,753-3045.
&VP

TYPEWRITERS

POOL OFFICE
EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

_
3

115 South 4th Street

MURRAY, KENTUCKY 1

Phone 753-1763

a.444.4.44.470.4.Ata)

ZENITH PORTABLE TV, black
JAP HAY. 40-cent bale in the and white; twin bed, 2, air conditioners, both like new. Phone
field or will haul. Phone 43687C
2270.
S3C 753-9827

•

••••

41 NEW 3 BEDR
Buyer
ol v
sO
afins
ig :
41
1 see this. Priced

41
4'

20 ACRE
• $38,400.00.

P

•COMMERCIAL
square feet. Fo

*

• NEW HOME
Its bedrooms, tang
ot range and oven.

4'

IN COLDWATE
• bedrooms and 2
• sulated windows

41
4

THE TOMMY
*
1 bedrooms, brick
fire-place, garba
er
Ktw
Ra
yiw
Ten1,51c3itK
ov
*A

41

rdinin
sea
gerr
eed
t0mm
00
toruag
, and
$36
•

DRIVE OUT ON
brick at 170&
•all built-ins in ki
• garage. Price o
*

41

4'
4,

*
4 kitchen with built

41

th,
ot $26
bargain
building
shop
a

41

NEW DUPLEX
on each side, built-

*
•AT 1705 JOHNSON
room,2 baths,liv
dit garage, patio and j
S31,900.00.

41
4,

* ON CATALINA D
41 old. Real nice, has
•At the low price

4'

ON IRVIN COBB
• Marvin's Grocery,
• fire-place, living r
steal at $12,500.00.
4!

41
4
41 NICE BRICK HOM
ON FAXON ROAD
41 a real nice 3 bedr
Here is a real buy

near lake. Has 3
combination. Nice
•moving to town, m
• REAL FINE DUPI,
41 each side, all carpet.
•for nice home.

SMALL ROUND drop-leaf table, 10x50 LIBERTY MOBILE home,
coofee table and end table. two bedrooms, furnished, ready
Almost like new. Also used chair to move into at Shady Oaks
in good condition. Must sell. Trailer Court. Phone 767S3C 2751.
SIOC
Phone 753-4779.

4g FOUR MILES
is can be bought with f
frame house with

ALAAAALA
YUMBO 4
OSANDWICH -604

4,
•
4, 1611 KIRK WOOD IS
bedrooms, two bath
41 garage. $25,500.
41
LARGE SWIMMIN
* three bedroom

4,

a
D0
A-F
:
ME
C°11ege
• IN
•
•brick home. Firepla
garage and newly

41

I

4

TRIANGLE

TWO AUTOMATIC hog waterers.
S7C
Phone 492-8622.
TWO ALUMINUM lawn chairs
and one chaise lounge. ALso metal
folding picnic table. Reasonable.
4 S4C
Phone 753-5008.

OLD BILLARD hall pool table,
4'x8', thick slate top. Needs
restoration. First $125.00. Phone
S7P
753-7683.

ONE 14 FIBERGLAS bottom
boat and trailer with 20 H.P.
Mercury motor. Make offer.
S4P
Phone 492-8264.

1969-12'3(60' MOBILE. HOME.
three bedrooms, carpeted living
room, washer and dryer. hionc
Ste('
ITO=

40.•••••••000.••400.

0L3030,_..thee.'010P-1401r111411004.0.0........P..
00 -0.0•10.40
•
•0h..010.00110•000
.4m
.4101•10111M4r0000-00

4 MILES NOR
bedroom brick

8' SLIDING glass door, like new. CHROME AND plastic table and
$66.00. Phone 435-5842 after 6:00 four chairs. Phone 753-4400 or 753S7C
S3C 2352.
p.m.

.0.1010-0•42OP--(11102.
.0171.-

ANOTHER BU
r. home in excell
drapes and c
•$18,000.00.

4 MILE NOR
1
*/
brick. Has forma

55i,3
c15.4.e.y

* Trade-Ink
epted

* Financing
Available

41

GOOD USED refrigerator $40.00.
Can be seen at 309 South 13th
S4C
Street or call 753-3064.

THREE PIECE bedroom set CREOSOTED POLES for pole
with .or without box springs and barn construction, utility poles
S3C and boat docks. Murray Lumber
mattress. Phone 489-2667.
Co., Maple Street, Murray,
1TC
1969 HONDA CB 160 Motor cycle. Kentucky.
COnditinn Moue =Excellent
1444H4044444iiiiffez 5366 or 753-30V .
S3C WARM MORNING gas heater, 1
electric heater, 3 storm windows
and one boy scout uniform, size
S7P
12. Phone 753-6085.
THE
AKC REGISTERED Beagles,
two females, 11 months old,
already trained to run. Phone 753The Yumbo
S7P
3340.
b, Combination -'1.15
PORTABLE, ELECTRIC Smith
at the
Corona typewriter. Like new.
S7P
Phone 753-8940.

NEW or RECONDITIONED

A THREE BE
•
priced home on
•nice at $17,500.

IN KIRKSEY
•bedrooms, living
room, bath and 2 a

RESTAURANT Hot Point
field.
electric grill, model 101, 14"x15" 1,F,SPEDEZA HAY in the
Farms,
Hurt
ice
&
G.E.
lb.
Hurt
250
$85.00.
Phone
A-1,
machine, good condition. $300.00. Kirksey,Kentucky. 489-2691. S7C
S3C
Phone 753-2700.

100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky
AUTOS FOR SALE
LOT, 105'x160' in Sherwood
4:00s.,.
after
753-73S8
Forrest. Phone
Phone 7_53-3914 [lay or kite ,
'tF1966 DODGE Corcrnet,RT;Black
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Yean
outside, white interior MT Mags.
BY OWNER: 1513 Kirkwood. Sun Tach. Phone 753-8358.
v Licensed by State of Kentucky
S7P
Central heat and air, stone firev Member Chamber of ommerce
Separate
place with log lighter.
1962 RANCHERO, 6 cylinder,
dining room, large living room, 2 straight shift. Phone 753-7801. S4C
PROFESSIONAL, EX-•
bedrooms and bath down. Bath
DO trash hauling.
and large dorm (Z2x39 up with 1952-'s TON Pick-vp, good solid PERIENCED painter, will work Reasonable rate. Phone 753basis.
closet big enough for another truck for $150.00. Phone 489-2425 contract jobs, on hourly
6130.
07('
S7C has own equipment. Call 489bedroom_ Fenced back yard with after 4:00 pin.
Sept.7C
2287.
shade and fountain. 2 car garage
1967
VOLKSWAGEN
with storage and utility. 753WILL IX) baby-sitting it my
SSC Squareback, excellent condition.
4- Plastic Wells
4857. ,hotne. ExpeelenCecl Phone( 436Radio, air-conditioning. 41,000
5847.
AYLOR WELL
THREE BEDROOM home with miles. 61,500 firm Phone 753-- DRILLING
builtSIOC
8638.
two baths. two car garage,
Phone Puryear, Tenn
In range and oven, dishwasher,
WILL KEEP small child in my
247-5556
central air. Phone 753-4062 after
home.(Monday through Friday
S4C
Complete Well
5-30p.m.
Have referenc•es. Phone 753Service
9605.
coo
*
FOR SALE OR TRADE

• terior. Large
4 ins. Fine carpet

LIKE NEW Roth full sized
student Violin at Chuck's Musick
94C
Center. Phone 753-3505.

OLD matching
MOBILE HOME, two bedroom, 1112 YEAR
electric heat. Suitable for student refrigerator and stove, harvest
housing. Will sell cheap. Phone gold. Phone 753-6324 after 5:00
S3C p.m.
S7C
753-6825.

PARIS -MILAN -WAVERLY,TENN.
"Where The Big Selections And Bargains Are"
•BANK FINANCING *FREE DBLI VERY k SET-UP
119-1tc

ROACHIS
Carry Germs

41 1123 CIRC
4g home with cen

30 INCH TOPPER Camper de
Ville. Fits long, wide bed. Phone
S4C
753-7801.

AT
111110111111
Are Poison

464,444,
For

THREE MILES
3 bedroom brick.
•and built-ins, boo
• unattached two
$28,500.00.
•

GUITAR, EXCELLENT conGOOD USED Westinghouse
dition. Good for beginner.
running
Excellent
.
refrigerator
price. Call 753S7P Reasonable
condition. Phone 7534553.
S4C
3896.

0F'-nes
,
1971 MODELS '4,,.
C,
oose Pront)
SAVE! SAVE! NOW!

SERVICES OFFERED

PIRATES COVE

220 VOLT PORTABLE 3 stack
electric heater, like new Will
trade for-Ashley wood heater in
good condition Phone 436S3NC
1 1N.
2/

Center

BEGINS SEPTEMBER 1st
PRICES SLASHED TO ROCK BOTTOM
ON ALL

Phone 753-9900

Murray, Ky.

107 N. 5th Street

each

LEACH'S
c 11----TV
Musi
Dixieland Shopping

wooded lot, rust $3,500, terms.

PHONE
( 521 354-6559

100 LPs

S100

CANTERBURY ESTATES ...

AKc REGISTERED black
poodle, 8 months old. Also two
AKC Poodle puppies at special
S3C
price. Phone 753-6379.

FOR SALE

• Stove & Hood

• Wall-to-Wall Carpet

2-TWIN BEDS, innerspring
mattress and box springs. Good
condition. Reasonable price.
S7NC
Phone 753-3987.

* 1-22' DEEP FREEZE
Chest Type, 1st Class Condition - '75.00
* 1-FRIGIDAIRE REFRIGERATOR
Coppertone - '100.00
* 1-CHROME DINETTE SET
With 6 Chairs - '60.00
* 1.EARD AMERICAN STYLE SOFA & CHAIR
- '50.00
* 1 -BEIGE FRIEZE SOFA & CHAIR - '40.00

feed them FREE! Children 6-12 50' service

Choice Locations

65-85 per Mo.
• 3 Bedrooms

This

GARAGE SALE; air conditioner,
$125.00; stereo AM-FM radio,
$135.00; bar, $30.00; Non mattress and box springs; clothes;
picture frames; lamps; dishes •
vaporizer; baby bed and play
pen; chest of drawers and chair.
Saturday, September 4, 8:00
a.m., 1707 Johnson Extended.
Just South of new high school.S3C

'40
41 PO 4
,
',II .0 die a
.4IP

Town & Country Real Estate
Has Everything!!
Would You Believe
'45" A Month
$200t" cvm

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

PAl.E: THIRTEEN

•

*h.

.

s
4'
-ft

Louise
Onyx

PAGE THIRTEEN

II•••••••••
•

y

THE LEDGER & TIMES - ttl RRAY, KENTUCKY

Call j
753-19 16•

11••

It

•

1123 CIRCARAMA DRIVE IS A LOVELY 3 bedroom brick

4, home with central heat and air. Beautiful exterior and in-

II••••

44 terior. Large paneled family room with fire-place. All built44 ins. Fine carpet throughout. Call to see this. $29,000.00.
44 A THREE BEDROOM BRICK AT 1659 Ryan is a budget
41 priced home on 85'x150' lot. Robertson School district. Real

FOR SALF
WIN BEDS, innerspring
ttress and box springs. Good
ndition. Reasonable price.
S7NC
e753-3987,

41 nice at $17,500.00.

44
ANOTHER BUDGET PRICED THREE BEDROOM brick
home in excellent condition at 1312 Kirkwood. Nice range,
44 drapes and carpeted living room and hall. A real fine buy at
44 $18,000.00.
41

REGISTERED black
e, 8 months old. Also two
C Poodle puppies at special
S3C
ice. Phone 753-6379.

44 4 MILES NORTH OF MURRAY ON 641 we have a lovely 3
44 bedroom brick home on 5 acres with some woods. $25,000.00.
44

41 NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON RICHARDSON Drive.
Buyer can select colors, carpet. 142 ceramic tile baths, built4s in range and oven,central gas heat and central air. You must
see this. Priced at $23,700.00.
41
41 320 ACRES OPEN LAND 211 miles East of New Concord.
•$38,400.00.

ALE
Condition - 75.00
ERATOR

/
2 Miles South. 9,000
41 COMMERCIAL BUILDING ON 641, 31
4 square feet. Formerly the Smith Ham House.

SET
00
STYLE SOFA & CHAIR
00
A & CHAIR - 40.00

4
,
.
1 NEW HOME IN EAST Y MANOR. BRICK veneer with 3
/
2 baths, built-in
iv bedrooms, large den, baseboard heat, 11
41 range and oven. City water. A lovely home at only $20,000.00.
• IN COLDWATER - A LOVELY SPLIT LEVEL HOME. 4
bedrooms and 2 baths. Central heat and air. Anderson in•tg sulated windows. All carpeted, dishwasher. $30,500.00.

145,
e 753-2663
AGE SALE; Labor clay
. Lots of goodies; two study
es; men's suits, 42 and 43;
es dresses, size 16. Lot of .
✓ items too numerous to
tion. 1111 Circarama
S4C
e.

41
* THE TOMMY MILLER HOME AT LYNN GROVE. 3
/
2 Baths,
A., bedrooms, brick veneer with central heat and air. 11
fire-place, garbage disposal, dishwasher, built-in range and
41 oven, city water. $28,000.00.
4:
AT 1513 KIRKWOOD, 4 bedroom brick, fire-place, formal
4
1 dining room, large living room, double garage, extra large
storage room and well landscaped lawn. This house has been
4: reduced to $36,000.00-

41

44
44

AT RUGS right, they'll be a
ht if cleaned with Blue
tre. Rent new electric
pooer $1. Western Auto,
.
e of The Wishing
. .

DRIVE OUT ON PARKLANE AND look at this two story
brick at 1705. Has four bedrooms, 21
/
2 baths, nice carpeting,
4: all built-ins in kitchen, central heat and air and two car
43 garage. Price only $34,000.00.
•

44

CH TOPPER Camper de
. Fits long, wide bed. Phone
S4C
801.

•THREE MILES NORTH,JUST OFF 641 we have a beautiful
3 bedroom brick. Has large den with fire-place, lots of closets
„ and built-ins, book shelves, two car garage, plus another
/
2 acre lot, plenty of shade.
ni unattached two car garage. 11
41 $28,500.00.

E NEW Roth full sized
•nt Violin at Chuck's Musick
S4C
er. Phone 753-3505.

41 IN KIRKSEY WE HAVE A GOOD SOLID frame, 3
lrs bedrooms, living room, family room, large kitchen, utility
41 room, bath and 2 acre lot. Here is a good buy at $11,350.00.

D USED refrigerator. $40.00.
be seen at 309 South 13th
S4C
t or call 753-3084.

4g
4: 44 MILE NORTH OF S1ELLA, REAL NICE 3 bedroom
44; brick. Has formal dining room, family room, living room,
+ kitchen with built-ins, some,,carpet, 2 baths, also a large
shop building in back. Located on 100'x200' lot. This place is
4* a bargain at $26,250.00.

4

TAR, EXCELLENT conn. Good for beginner.
nable price. Call 753S4C

44

44 NEW DUPLEX IN WESTWOOD SUBDIVISION. 2 bedrooms

41

on each side, built-in kitchen and carpet. Price $25,500.00.

4
, AT 1705 JOHNSON,4 BEDROOM BRICK. Has formal dining
41 room,2 baths, living room,family room, utility room, double
garage, patio and just across the street from new high school.
4:
4, $31,900.00.
41 ON CATALINA DRIVE,2 BEDROOM BRICK,about 2 years
44 old. Real nice, has large kitchen, living room, bath, garage.
ati At the low price of $18,900.00.
ON IRVIN COBB ROAD, JUST ACROSS THE street from
it Marvin's Grocery, 3 bedroom frame, all carpet, den with
41 fire-place, living room, kitchen, 11
/
2 baths. This house is a
4.; steal at $12,500.00. Also has a one acre lot.

EAR
OLD matching
erator and stove, harvest
Phone 753-6324 after 5:00
S7C

41 ON FAXON ROAD 11
/
2 MILES EAST OF Highway 94 we have

4.1

41

Tx PORTABLE TV, black

4

ME AND plastic table and
hairs. Phone 753-4400 or 753S7C

SOTED POLES for pole
construction, utility poles
t docks. Murray Lumber
Maple Street, Murray,
ky.
lIC
MORNING gas heater, 1
c heater, 3 storm windows
e boy scout uniform, size
ne 753-6085.
57P
REGISTERED Beagles,
males, 11 months old,
y trained to run. Phone 753S7P
BLE, ELECTRIC Smith
typewriter. Like new.
753-8940.
S7P
UTOMATIC hog waterers.
492-8622.
S7C

41 REAL FINE DUPLEX ON DODSON Ave. Has 3 bedrooms on
41 each side, all carpet. Nice lot and the owner will sell or trade
for nice home.
1
41 FOUR MILES WEST OF MURRAY just off highway No. 783,
,
lti can be bought with from 1 to 50 acres of land. Two bedroom
eff frame house with bath and electricTheat.

4

O

4: 1611 KIRKWOOD IS A LOVELY BRICK HOME with three
41 bedrooms, two baths, all built-ins, central heat and air, with
41 garage. $25,500.
41
LARGE SWIMMING POOL AND FENCED yard with this
41 three bedroom modern brick home. All built-ins at 1705
41 College Farm Rd.INA& --------- - ---

4,,
4.
4

IN MEADOW GREEPACRES, three bedroOrn, two bath
briek home. Fireplace, built-ins, central heat and air. Double
garage and newly decorated, carpeted. $25,000.

4,

41

41
41

41
41

ILLARD hall pool table,
thick slate top. Needs
tion. First $125.00. Phone
Sip
'x60' MOBILE, HOME,
rooms, carpeted living
washer and dryer. l'hone
S1OC

a real nice 3 bedroom brick and frame .on 20 acres of land.
Here is a real buy at $21,000.00.

41
NICE BRICK HOME ON 4 ACRES at Junction of 280 and 614
41 near lake. Has 3 bedrooms, family room, and kitchen
combination. Nice outside storage buikting. People are
41 moving to town, must sell. Price $23,500.00.

hite: twin bed, 2, air coners, both like new. Phone
1,7€

LIBERTY MOBILE home,
rooms, furnished, ready
ve into at Shady Oaks
r Court. Phone 767-

FRIDAY-SEPTEMBER 3, Ifni

*444
*4,4,
4444+444.+444,4
For More Information on the Following Listings
Call 753-7724

41
41

IN GROVE HEIGHTS IS A LOVELY three bedroom brick
with central heat and air, carpets, all built-ins, city water...2_
Five rooms of fine furniture and one extra lot included."r
631,500.00.

FOR SALE
141.11111111.111MINIllor
DESKS

FINE FOR INCOME OR HOME AND INCOME. Duplex on t
s
Monroe Street with three bedrooms each side. Central heat
and air,carpeted and built-in range and oven. Both sides now ir
rented. $30,500.00.
1.
1
ON MARTIN CHAPEL ROAD 1st house North of the Church.
Good aluminum siding, three bedroom home on 11
/
2 acres.IT
Priced to sell at $21,000.00.
11
.

Ideal for
College Students
T.V.SERVICE CENTER
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753:5865.

FOR RENT
MOBILE HOME located in Fox
Meadows on large lot, nicely
furnished, air-conditioned $80.00
per month. Includes most
utilities. Phone 753-3855.
S4C
THREE BEDROOM house,
unfurnished. No pets. Would
consider couple with one child.
See at 408 South 8th Street. S4P

WANT TO BUY

NOTICE

WANT TO BUY entire stores of
or
merchandise
general
department such as hardware,
notions, groceries, etc. Must Lai:
priced to sell for cash. Givet
.
details in letter to Broker, Bo :
927, Paducah,Kentucky
Hilt BLOCK
S7P':
902 Poplar St., Murray, I 42001.
corrogatelf
WANT TO BUY 30"
iSncom
mi mse.
T
tree o
cow
aFabou
l
your
pipe, 14'. Phone 753-4072
6 I sewer
S7C
after 6:00 p.m.

,1 • collPoN',
I

GOOD USED refrigerator. Phone
THREE
ROOM
furnished
REALLY BUDGET PRICED AT 317 Irvan. A stucco house sit 753-5886 after 1:00 p.m.
S3C
apartment, carpeted, central air
with electric heat. New shag carpet, range included. Two
NEED REPAIR parts for 1965
and heat, garbage disposal, lots
bedrooms, and large family room or use as a 3rd bedroom.ir SHELL CAMPER for
Dodge Dart. Phone 492-8603. S4C
pick-up of closets. Can be seen at Owen's
Outside storage building. Only $11,500.00.
1.
3 truck, 8' bed. $00.00. Phone 753Food Market, 1407 West Main
9575 after 5:00p.m.
- NOTICE TO CREDITORS S3P Street.
S4C
12'x60
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO OWN A BEAUTIFUL
mobile home located on a fine lake view lot at Pine Bluff IT
C.A. Morgan, Dec'd
FIFTEEN WEANING pigs. THREE
ROOM
furnished
Shores. This home is two years old, central heat and air, 4 fie Phone
Ralph Morgan, Route 1 Murray,
436-2113.
S4C apartment downtown.
902 Poplar St., Murray,
Automatic
bedrooms, 142 baths and well equipped for year around I*
Kentucky, Executor
753 6251
gas heat, all utilities paid. 2 or 3
living. 250 Feet from the water. A Fine buy at $9,000.00.
CLARKE CARPET Master,
boys, plenty parking space. Very
Ray Parker Munday, Dec'd
upright carpet sweeper. Very reasonable rent. Two
bedroom
Myra Munday, 300 North 8th
LOVELY WATERFRONT HOME AT PINE BLUFF Shores.
good condition. Sold new for 10x55 trailer,
air-conditioned.
Central heat and air, basement, built-in range and oven.
Murray Ky., Executrix
$300.00. Will sell for $150.00. Call Good location. Phone
753-5617 or
$29,950.00.
Jerry Adams, Mayfield, Ken753-1257.
S4C
Amos Finn Gibson, Dec'd
tucky 247-6663.
S4C
ONE LOVELY WOODED LOT IN OAK'S Subdivision,
Irene Mable Gale, Route 1 te 1
ONE BEDROOM furnished
Kirksey, Ky., Executrix
ARC COCKER Spaniel, black,
FIRST WOODED LOT SOUTH OF Dudley Street on East 11* male.$65.00. Phone 753-9457. S4C apartment, air-conditioned.
Adjoining
University
campus,
Marguerite M. Thornburg, Dec'd
side of Meadow Lane. 123'x170'. A real buy at $3,500.00.
next to White Hall. 685.00 per
Robert E. Thornburg, Sr.,
month. Couples only. Phone 753Hamlin, Ky., Administrator
FRAME HOUSE AND 5 ACRES ON OLD Paris Road, Route
GET YOUR
3805.
S3C
4. Two bedrooms, electric heat.
UHF ANTENNAS
Maude Hartsfield, Dec'd
AT THE
REAL NICE furnished apart- WE ARE ready now to deliver or Roy D. Hartsfield, Route
bedroom
SHARP
3
A
REAL
DRIVE
IS
KEENLAND
ON
ment, and one small furnished take your order for six vein Murray, Ky., Executor
brick with central heat and air. 2 tiled baths, kitchen with
TV.SERVICE CENTER
apartment. Contact Fred Mc- stoker or four by seven lump
cabinets galore. All carpeted in Up-top condition. Fenced
Central Shopping Center
Clure,300 Woodlawn.
S3C coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice & Mary L. Edwards, Dec'd
back yard, patio. Nice shrubbery and roses. Drapereries
Phone 753-5865
John I. York, Box 804 Mayfield,t
Coal Service, 408 South 4th
included and ready to move right in. $24,500.00.
Executor
DUPLEX APARTMENT, 2 Street.
Sept.11C Ky.,
bedroom, central heat and air,
ONE MILE SOUTH ON 121. Nice two bedroom frame home
carpet throughout. Ceramic tile ELECTROLliX SALES & Ser- All 'persons having claj
HELP WANTED
on large lot, city water. Sheet rock interior, fireplace and
bath. Stove furnished. $130.00 per vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. against said estates are notified
garage. $10,500.
TFC Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- to present them to the
NOMEWORKERS
WANTED month.Phone 753-7850.
mington,Kentucky.
part-time,full-time work at home
TFC rninistrator or Executors verifi
according to law, same to be
mailing our circulars. For details ROOMS FOR rent, girls; with
HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL four bedroom house priced at
presented to said Administrator
rush self-addressed, stamped cooking facilities. 1624 Hamilton.
$22,500 at 1702 College Farm-Road. This house is completely
nvelope and 35c to US En- Phone 753-3402.
S4C JOIN THE FUN! or Executors in due course of
redecorated on the inside with fenced in backyard, nri t see
law.
terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
this house to appreciate.
JOIN THE
This 1 day of September, 1971.
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFC N;ICE FURNISHED apartments
Marvin Harris, Clerr,
near campus, reasonable and
BAND!
SHOLAR'S AUTO REPAIR with bath. Also sleeping rooms
By Judith Ashley, D.C. 1TP
ON DODSON AVENUE WE HAVE A real nice three
RENT A BAND
needs a mechanic. Please apply for college boys. Please call, we
bedroom brick veneer. Large family room, living room,
TFC may have what you need. Day,
in person.
electric heat. This house is a bargain at 122,000.00.
INSTRUMENT
TFC
753-8365, night 753-3891.
at
LOOKING FOR A LOVELY THREE bedroom brick veneer
LADIES, DO you need extra
AVAILABLE,
ONE
bedroom
house with a 20 x 40 swimming pool? STOP LOOKING-SEE
fashions.
new
fall
money for
forl
1305 Kirkwood. Central air, all built-ins and in a wonderful
Make excellent earnings in your a college girl in a furnished house
in the Dixieland Center
location. Best part-only $26,300.,„
spare time as a Vanda Beauty with two other college girls. Near
Counselor. For interview ap- University. Phone 753-4974 afterS4C FOR ALL your coal needs call
HERE IS SOME FINE INVESTMENT PROPERTY for aia pointment call 753-1711.
S3C 5:30 p.m.
847,000. 1311 West Main has 9 apartments, 6 in rear and 3 in
or write Edward Ipock, 812
1
2 miles from
FARM HOME, 8/
front and all rented for the Fall semester. All apartments are
WANTED: LIVE-IN nanney for Murray on Hwy. 641. Air- Givans Street, Providence,
furnished.
S7P
FRANKFORT IUPII. The
THREE month old infant, light conditioned, carpeted, drapes, Kentucky. Phone 667-2088.
state property and buildhousekeeping. Room, board, new modern kitchen, attached
A NEW TWO BEDROOM house located in Baywood Vista *
ings commission has again
OVERWEIGHT?? The only safe
References
week.
$20.00
garage. Full basement, electric
postponed action on the ,
with all conveniences is waiting for someone. It could be
required. Needed in Fairdealing, heat. $125.00 per month. Phone way to lose weight and inches
proposed high-rise motel or
yours for only $11,500.
fast;
call
Shapemakers,
753-2962.
Kentucky area in early Sep- 436-5479. If no answer call 753apartment building to be
Weight loss guaranteed.
S39C
tember. Apply to 215 East Gum
constructed in the capital
S9P
7724.
A BEAUTIFUL TWO BEDROOM frame house at 1405 Vine. .
‘
13. Street, Marion, Kentucky, or
plaza office complex
completely redecorated inside and outside with a one car 1..
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
1
S4P
phone 965-4269.
The meeting was adEFFICIENCY APARTMENTS installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
garage and only $15,000. Hard to imagine but seeing is
journed until Sept 8 by
Air-conditioned, private
girls.
for
believing.
chairman Gov
Lowe R
APPLICATIONS NOW being entrance and parking, telephone,
Nunn after attorney gener.
Two
Fried
facilities.
Kentucky
kitchen
nice
accepted at
Breckinridec
at John B
345 ACRES NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE in vicinity of ...„
1/
. Chicken, 12th and Sycamore. blocks from University. $35.00 APPLICATIONS ARE now being
said he still had questions
accepted for a nurse aide training
lakeway Shores with a small frame house. Land ready to be tr
/
2
Male and female. Must be able to per month. See at 16261
about the project
class to begin soon at the Murraydeveloped. $51,750.
S9P
work some Weekends. Please Hamilton.
Calloway County Hospital. Apply
THE MOTION IS still
S3C
apply in person.
S8C
at the nursing office.
pending for the next meet
NEW TRAILER park opening up
90 ACRE FARM AND GOOD four bedroom frame home at WANTED, SOMEONE to do on Highway 444, Kentucky Lake.
ing and
would approve
BROTHER'S
about 1 mile West of Hazel on good gravel road. 622,000.00 II. housework on Fridays. Phone First two newcomers to get one SHOEMAKER
Issuing a ietter of Intent to
Frankfort developer Rod
S7C month's rent free. Room for Livestock not being able to ship
753-1742 after 5:00 p.m.
TIP y R
Ratliff to construct
Saturday of this
HERE IS 63 ACRES of real fine farm land with an acre fish 110
double wides. Denham's Mobile hogs Friday and
the high-rise on leased
week will be closed. Be back
light
for
LADY
WANTED,
Concord,
Estates,
New
Home
pond about 8 miles north east of Murray. Plenty of frontage 1.1.
state land
S3C
housework and baby-sitting,5 or Kentucky, 436-2197.
S 9C Monday.
along hard top road. Owner anxious to retire-$17,000.
oi af‘
1:ei
th i act
project
olonntiestoilensr 41. itl
ihreseetnt dL
ne4
i
6 hours per day. Phone 753SPINET-CONSOLE
PIANO
-S7C SMALL FURNISHED apartFOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house on 1637 Miller * 6496.
Wanted responsible party to take
ment, couple only. Phone 753Gov Wendell Void raised
Avenue. Partially furnished and priced at $15,750 is too good
over
spinet piano. Easy terms.
school
NEED MONEY for extra
S7C
quest ions on the project
2489.
of a bargain to pass up.
Can
be
seen
locally.
Write
Credit
Ford and Breclunridge are
expenses? Christmas sales have
the only elected democrat.s
started with Avon. A few choice TWO BEDROOM house. Phone Manager, P.O. Box 276,
LYNN GROVE. A THREE BEDROOM with family room and t
on the commission
t
ITC Shelbyville,Indiana 46176. S4P
territories open in Murray. 492-8622.
study on one acre lot. Also has carpet, 11
Another Frankfort devel
/
2 baths, carport and
College representatives also
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
oper -lames E Burris has
city water. Priced-120,500.
needed. Write Mrs. Janet Kunich, ONE BEDROOM with private for rent or sale. Rent applies to
asked to be considered- tinManager, Route 2 Box 136 A, bath, also cooking and living purchase. Lonardo
Piano
the development contract
FIVE MILES WEST OF CITY limits on West Fork Road.
Princeton, Kentucky, or call room, and washer and dryer Company, across from Post
mat
rtter charged t ha'
Nearly new 3 bedroom brick veneer, two baths, all built-ins,
collect after 7:00 p.m. 365accommodations. Girl students Office, Paris,Tenn.
S4C
"piston:al titi luettee., acre
on paved road and /
9424.
1
2acre lot. Priced $26.500.
S7C preferred. For interview phone
keeping hun from being
753-9670 between seven a.m. and H & R USED FRUNITURE is
considered
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER,central heat and air,
S7P open three days a week, 10:00 til
two p.m.
BURRIS' proposal
all built-ins, at 1620 Catalina. Priced to sell-$19,500.
WANTED: Truck driver. Apply
not been approved by lhe
6:00, on Hwy. 121, Concord Road
at Texaco Bulk Plant on South FURNISHED
APARTMENT; Lots of nice used furniture and
capital plaza authoritv
THREE BEDROOM CONCRETE BLOCK house on 3 acre
3rid Street. No phone calls
trn
tnin,s1.
.oisi
.
ti)nr,a
Three rooms with complete lots of otirpoxe. Flame 152-4476.
te
lot. 6 miles east of town on Cohoon Road. Can be seen
,pifo.as
S7C
for home phone 753-4716
'kitchen-and private
S4C
anytime-512,600.
Ford did hot, ant-114 lilt% 1.41college boys, near the qampus
est meeting, but wa repre•
Phone 753-5921.
S7P
LOST & FOUND
WANT TO BUY
sented
by administrative
BEAUTIFUL WOODED LOT AND A THREE bedroom brick
aide
‘Villiani
‘r.cster The
Recently
we
LOIS
WANTED;
ribbon
full
of
blue
LOST:
NAVY
home with central heat and air, two fireplaces. Good location
TWO BEDROOM apartment,
only question Ford sull telt
rainbow emblems. If found, call furnished or unfurnished. Wall to ran an ad to buy commercial lots
at 1509 Sycamore. $24,000.
-•
was unanswered, IS ester
S4C wall carpeting, central air. Good and we found and bought two
753-3135. Reward offered.
wa who were Ratliff s -!t
additional
sites.
I
need
excellent
Phone
753-4331.
location.
S7C
partners in the Proposal
commercial
lots
preferrably
'in
Russel
vicinity
of
LOST IN
Chapel Church, 2 Coon Hounds, TWO BEDROOM apartment, West and South side of Murray or
one red bone and one black and unfurnished on Elm Street. service stations that are now
white. Dogs are wearing name Married couple, no children. completed. Owners please reply
tags. Reward. Phone 753Phone 436-2326
S7C giving location, size, and price,
Box 927, Paducah, Kentucky
S4P
6842.
S7P
42001.

L"..*
cz.

will send you
free information
on how you can

at
at

EARN BIG
MONEY IN
INCOME TAX
PREPARATION

4,

Leach's Music & TV

agaln
State
-„.
delays plaza
motel actioq

at
at
at
at

4.

Guy Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St
Phone 753-7724

Nite Phones: Guy Spann - 753-2587
Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Louise Baker - 753-2409
Onyx Ray - 753-8919 Jack Persall .753-8961
Glenn Wilcox - 753-2761

there's

SERVICES OFFERED
NEED WORK; college graduate,
veteran and married. I would like
to learn a trade or find an interesting job. I am seeking full
time employment. Will consider
auto body repair, printing,
Painting, construction, cooking,
etc. I am a licensed driver and
will consider any resilonable Job
offers. Phone 753-7884 after 5 or
write Box 680, Murray Statei
University.
rrp

USE
AC17011

COLLEGE STUDENTS want to
buy used refrigerator and other
used furniture. Phone 753-7884
53P
after 5:00p.m.
WANT TO BUY; used piano,
approximately $50.00. Phone 7534138.
S3C
WANT TO BUY;
logs anti
standing timber. Also have for
sale lumber and sawdust.
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.,
Phone 753-4147

threw

lass,led

KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER IL TIMES — 811 ItitAV,

CONSTRUCTION
ALL HEAVY DUTY ALUMINUM

LAWN CHAIR

Bright multi-colorgd patchwork with
Tong wearing fabric
and maple finish. A
eal beauty. Model
50.

Many different subjects up to 3'' wide
beautifully
frames
finished in modern,
early
contemporary
and
American
traditional.

Decorator table lamps for
that elegant look. Beautifully designed. In amber,
blue, ruby, green or smoke.

close-up
Takes
portraits in color.
Developes in a minute. Easy , to , use.

WAGNER

BREAKFAST
DRINKS

DI'
IREATIALIC

Limit

Dr. Jack Bake
Supervise Ano
Fitness Progra

a

In all the most wanted flavors
that you will love.

Poloroid
230 Camera
TEENS & WOMENS
BRASS TRIMMED

R44.-.4.29

SPORTER
• Uppess o easy-care antiqued
manmade material.
• moc vamp with brass chain
trim.
Sizastra-1414loass4-4*-twavrar
a

Polorold
328 Camera

50
35.88 I to sell
$0.00 2 to sell
-814
-M6

25.08 2 to sell
50.00 2 to sell
15.00 2 to sell

-M1I

• 'rough, easy-care

man-

made uppers.
• Non-skid 0,1-fes,stant
Sole.

2.5.00 3 to sell

M22.
Color fun Set-

Large Assortment of

DRAPES
63 & 84" Length Sheers,
Sheers, Sohd & Print
Compare at '4.971

Ideal for home or office. UHF or
VH11 with 9-inch diagonal screen,
Be ready for new fall programs.

Chevron 8-

• S,zes 6'?-12 iinorted) Rog. 3.39
n black

STRATOUNE

PILLOW
RIOT
Compare these for
price! Look'em over
,feature for feature.
then settle back-way
back the decision
won't be difficult
These are the chair
,for the money The
color choice is great
too so come pick
yours today and save!

*--

Scientifically designed for soft restli.
sleep - floral cottc
covers - ideal I,:
hospital
family
Aimping use!

Dr. Harold Clar
Veterinarian and Pr
Jackson Purchase
Medical Association
the Association is
with the Federal
Governments in v
horses against VEE
a directive issued b
Fisher, Federal V
in Charge and Dr.
thington, State Vet '
.areccination is free
the program a s
clinic will be held in
of the Purchase Ar
day, the Ilth day of
197.1 beginning at 10:
morning.
The counties of
Ballard, Graves, Car
man, Fulton, Mar
Cracken, Lyon, T
Uvingston will be coy
special mass vaccina
A licensed Veterin
vaccinate all mem
horse family and the cl
held at the Callow
Fairgrounds with
Warner. Elwood Bro
Converse doing the v
Stiould owners not
bring their horses
grounds, they may m
wit
appointments
Veterinarians thru Sep
1971. After October
vaccine will not be a
free.
Please register yo
with the Veter
the clinic you will
the above date Dr.
The vaccine handling
is critical and must
immediately. The el'
this information in
mature all that astough
available.

SOLID STATE 8 OZ — 8 TRACK
TAPE PLAYER with AM-FM-RADIO

is

This transistor player with slide controls
precision enqineerec
for greater enjoyment. •
Fine
tonal quality.
Operates on 6 "D" •
hatteries with A/C Adapter Jack.

88

Physical fitness adv
the faculty and staff a
State University will
benifit of another s
three-day-a-week adul
program this year.
Dr. Jack Baker,
professor of health,
education and recreat
the initial meeting rs sc
11:30 a.m. Sept. 8 in
the Carr Health Build'
Be added that the g
meet on Mondays, VI
and rtidays at 11:30
will finish esch session i
12:30 classes.
Both women and m
faculty and staff, as
adult members of their
are invited ,to partici
program.
Unique because i
dividually oriented and
are designed for partic
the basis of through m
examinatio
fitness
program utilized the
Performance Laborato
University for a
evaluation of each in
exercise needs.
For further inform
terested faculty and
sormel may contact
cNa thot
other faculty member
department of health,
education and recreati

Partly cloudy, wa
humid through Sund
widely scattered after
evening thundershower
today and Sunday in the
tonight in the mid 60s to

Extended Force
The e
Kentucky:
weather 'outlook,
throw* Wednesday,
chance of showers Mon
Tuesday and over the
tion Wednesday. Little c
Low's
temperatures.
upper 60s. Highs in th
mid-80s.

